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Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 80, Issue 8

U.S. troops will be
dispatched to Haiti
by Barry Schweld
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Deputy Defense Secretary John M. Deutch
said Wednesday that American
troops will be dispatched to Haiti
- either to expel the country's
military junta or to help restore
order if the generals bow to international pressure and depart
"The multinational force Is going to Haiti," he said, referring to
the predominantly American
flghting coalmen about to be
trained In Puerto Rico.
Deutch told reporters some
10,000 U.S. troops would be in a
coalition force supplemented by
a few hundred from other hemisphere countries. He said the
point of such a large force was to
minimize American and Haitian
casualties.
Clinton administration officials have warned Li. Gen. Raoul
Cedras and his cohorts for
months they risk an invasion if
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Britain's Northern Ireland Minister Sir Patrick Maybew gestures
Army's cease-fire announcement.
to a photographer at a news conference over the Irish Republican |

by Shawn Pogatchnlk
The Associated Press

BELFAST, Northern Ireland - The IRA declared a
cease-fire Wednesday, and
Northern Ireland now waits
to see If the long-sought
truce will hold and bring
talks to
end a
quartercentury
of sectarian bloodshed.
The
Irish Republican
Army's
supporters called the declaration a
historic opportunity for
peace In the British province. But it disappointed
British officials and
majority Protestants in

Northern Ireland who
wanted explicit assurances
of a permanent truce.
There also are worries
about whether Protestant
gunmen will hold their fire.
Many militant Protestants
fear the British government has made secret concessions to the IRA to win a
peace, and the extremists
could try to provoke
renewed IRA violence by
attacking the province's
Roman Catholic minority.
Hours before the IRA's
declaration, the outlawed
Ulster Volunteer Force
kidnapped a 37-year-old
Catholic, shot him in the
head and dumped his body
on a roadside.
In recent years, Protestant extremists have killed
more people than the IRA in
"The Troubles," which
have brought the deaths of
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Two Irish children wave the Irish flag from the wall of the fortified headquarters of Sinn Fein In Belfast, Northern Ireland after
the IRA declared a cease-fire.
more than 3,100 people.
Any steps forward will be
burdened by the accu-

mulated bitterness of the
past.

CHICAGO - The boy has a tattoo on his arm that says "I love
Mommy" and is nicknamed
"Yummy" for his love of cookies.
He stands about 4-foot-8 and
weighs 68 pounds.
Police say he is a veteran felon.
Now they suspect he is an
11-year-old killer.
The boy is being sought in connection with two shooting sprees
Sunday that left one teen-ager
dead and two injured.
But Cook County Public Guardian Patrick Murphy said
Wednesday that boy is almost as
much a victim as those who took
the bullets. "He has had a horrible, horrible life," Murphy said.
The sixth-grader has a thick
file in the juvenile court system,
where over nine years, he has
been both victim and accused.
Murphy said.
According to Murphy's records, the boy was removed from
his' mother's home after investigators found cigarette
burns on his neck, back and buttocks, scratches on his face and
abdomen, and cord marks on his
legs.
He and his brother were placed
in the custody of his grandmother, who Murphy said provided no discipline.
"She let them do whatever they

The BC News

City businesses may want to
prepare themselves for some
super competition. A Meijer
Superstore may soon be coming
to Bowling Green.
According to City Administrator Colleen Smith, the Bowling
Green City Council will have a
public hearing Wednesday, Sept
7 at 7:30 p.m. to seek community
input and recommendations.

"I really don't expect there will
be any denial," she said. "It's understood that they anticipate
construction in the spring of
1995."
The proposed store will be
built on 40 acres on the northeast
corner of Dunbridge and Woooter streets, according to Rick
Ketzenberger, city planning
technician.
Jim Tinker, president of the
Downtown Business Association,
said the competition of a new

INSIDE

store will probably not harm the
smaller downtown businesses in
the future.
"Honestly, it doesnt seem to
be a good thing at first glance,"
Tinker said. "I think the other
business in town will be hurt by
Meijer.Tinker said the downtown
businesses have been following a
strategy to improve their business in the past years and will
continue to do so.
"I think the things that the
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Columnist Andrea Wood
compares the uncanny
similarities of students
within the same major.
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Meijer as
competition
Anticipated construction

downtown has can't be dupli- fit I think we'll be doing better in
cated," he said. "The superstores the next 10 years than the past 10
are a Disneyland of merchandise, years."
but you can't get high quality."
Jim Gunzburg, manager of the
Tinker said many business
were worried when Wal-Mart Bowling Green Wal-Mart store,
first came to town, as they might said he believes, like Tinker, that
the new Meijer store wont harm
be now.
his store or any other area busi"Personally, I think its fine for ness.
Meijer to come to Bowling
"Any business coming in town
Green," he said. "If Wal-Mart
and Meijer can bring more peo- is good," Gunzburg said.
ple to town we can actually bene- "Growth is good in any aspect."

CITY

Municipal administrator
Coleen Smith says her job
with the City of Bowling is
like being a dry manager,
but better.
-•Page 5.

wanted," Murphy said. "He and
his brother both engaged in pretty outrageous criminal activity."
The grandmother has an unlisted phone number and could
not be reached for comment
Wednesday.
In the past two years, the boy
was prosecuted at least eight
times for felonies including robbery, car theft, arson and burglary. He was convicted twice and
received probation, although one
judge sentenced him to three
weeks of detention for probation
violations.
"Judges are really reluctant to
send kids to the Department of
Corrections," Murphy saidAccording to a 1993 study by
the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics Clearinghouse, the rate of
juveniles committing murder,
rape, aggravated assault and
robbery increased SO percent,
while the rate for adults committing the same crimes increased
about 25 percent during the same
period.
The number of murders committed by juveniles increased 85
percent, compared to a 21 percent increase in murders committed by adults.
The study called naltreaDnent
of children "a significant risk
factor for serious delinquency."
Police suspect the 11-year-old,
a hardened gang member, fired
at a group of boys.

See Ireland, page five.

Council to seek community input
by Ginger Phillips

Even so. Deputy Secretary of
State Strobe Talbott said the use
of force would be "a last resort."
In a joint news conference, he
said "we want to make sure we
use other avenues."
Deutch and Talbott headed a
U.S. delegation that went to
Kingston, Jamaica, on Tuesday
and won unanimous support of
the 13-nation Caribbean Community and Common Market for the
U.N. resolution.

Police hunt for child
felon in murder case
by Terrl Likens
The Associated Press

Activists negotiate
long-sought truce
in Northern Ireland

they do not quit and permit restoration of elected President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who was
ousted three years ago. Deutch's
statement was the toughest so
far.
Denying reports the Pentagon
was reluctant to act, Deutch said
there was no policy disagreement with the State Department, usually depicted in the
media as more prone to use the
force authorized by the U.N. Security Council in July.

tfof the superstore is set for
the spring of 1995.

Jim Tinker, president of
the Downtown Business
Association, said he
believes BG's small
businesses offer quality
merchandise.
Tinker said it is fine for
Meijer to come to
Bowling Green.
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The Bowling Green Football team kicks off its
season today with a 7 p.m.
game at North Carolina
State. Catch the preview.
»Page6.

rnursaay will be partly
cloudy with a high in the
upper 60s. Winds will come
from the north at 5 to 10
mph and will be light and
variable.
Thursday night it will be
mostly clear with a low
near 45.
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Going hungry
got attention
II illy Inmon was starving for attention. Literally. In case
you have not heard the former used car salesman turned Ohio
State Fair director turned gubernatorial candidate just ended
his 27-day hunger strike.
We at The News are ecstatic. For the past month the entire
gubernatorial campaign has been obscured by Inmon's fading
stomach. Now that the hunger strike has ended we hope the
gubernatorial debate can turn to important Ohio issues like
education, unemployment and homelessness.
But if experience is any teacher, we realize talk will
probably turn to Inmon's first solid meal. And how well it
passed through his ailing system.
The 1992 presidential campaign began with the marijuana
question. Then it moved to the womanizing question, before it|
finally settled on family values. Did anyone really care about
these questions or were they created by the candidates to
obscure the issues?
This leads to the question why didn't Voinovich debate
Inmon in the first place? Was it because he didn't want to
lend credibility to Inmon's campaign or was it that he just
found a convenient smokescreen to avoid the issues.
The worse thing is that this type of news isn't just restricted
to the Ohio gubernatorial race. Topping today's news
headlines are a man without a penis, a skater without a knee
and an alibi.
And why? Because the real issues are too hard to deal with.
Health care and arms embargoes take more than a 30 second
sound byte. Or a 30-second attention span.
So the question remains, when will enough be enough?
When will Generation X become Generation X-cellent and
reject sensationalism and gore?
Not until the news media stops giving the people what they
want to read. And that isn't going to happen. So until then
read a story on Bosnia and look up the word filibuster in the
dictionary.
In the meantime, Inmon's first meal consisted of mashed
potatoes and scrambled eggs. No word on how well it passed
through his system.
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Similarities draw attention
College offers us the opportunity
to learn everything there is to know
about what we like to do best. It is a
good idea to have a profound
interest in what it is you want to do
for the rest of your college career
and, in essence, the rest of your life
in order to succeed.
But, there are certainly other
motivations for choosing a major.
Maybe your parents were doctors
and their parents were doctors
before them and Great-Great-Great
Granddad sewed up Wild Bill
Hickock's first bullet wound and
well, you're feeling a bit pressured.
It's possible that your motivations
are a bit personal.
A conflict with a boss or coworker may spark an interest in
women's studies; what are your
rights and why is sexism so
common? Violated and hungry for
revenge in the form of knowledge,
you tackle your homework and
immerse yourself in a feeling of
common purpose.
Are you opinionated? Are you
interested in the public's right to
know? Well, journalism is the major
for you. In high school, we had
teachers who encouraged our
interests and abilities. Teachers who
weren't afraid to say "You could do
this for the rest of your life, you
know -- think about it."
No matter what made them arrive
at this juncture. I've noticed that
people within the same major tend
to be rather alike. They resemble
each other in motivations.

pointing out the different varieties of
trees and butterflies as they walk
along.
You know they were the
neighborhood's most sought after
babysitters. I envision them standing
before the mirror, holding a Cabbage
Patch Kid and reciting."Dial zero or
9-1-1 for help."
They come here and collectively
hone their teaching skills.
Now I'm sure there are exceptions
to my broad generalization. Aren't
there always exceptions to rules
mannerisms and ideals.
when applied to humans.
They seem to share an alliance
Consistencies, however, cannot be
through purpose and motivation denied.
there is a distinct conformity and
Let's look at theater majors. I'm
even some semblance of
sure they'll be more than
organization.
I switched majors myself because comfortable if we wish to stare at
them for a while.
it just didn't feel right. Not only did
It seems that the actors and
the major requirements bore me. but
actresses involved in the theater
I just didn't feel as if I "fit." The
people were much different than me program take the phrase,"all the
world is a stage" to an extreme.
in their ideas and interests.
Their lives are one long drama with
Like most humans I have this
strange need to find pattern and order no director to yell "cut!"
As they walk from room to room,
in life.
the doors turn into curtains, the
Take, for example. Elementary
inhabitants into an audience and
education majors.
They are moms waiting to happen. whatever happens to be on the stereo
is adopted as theme music. When
These people seem to possess little
or no fear of children and the bodily they take a break from actual drama,
they delve into melodrama, their
fluids that escape them. They love
lives a subjective tragicomedy.
kids and they will tell you so with a
Harnessing all this energy, they
broad maternal smile and a poignant
explode onstage. Loud and
tilt of the head.
Elementary education, majors are comfortable, they parade about as
someone else in front of hot lights
patient to a fault. You can imagine
and scrutinizing on-lookers.
them leading a line of children as
Other theater majors take care of
they walk from class to class.
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them.
Make-up artists, lighting
technicians, costume designers and a
myriad of other behind-the-sceners
center their lives around the shows.
I mention art majors and you
conjure up images of shaved hair,
thrift store shopping sprees and
weird creative outbursts.
They sit in Cosmo's and eat
waffles so that their incessantly
creative minds won't wonder from
their studies. They aren't very loud
and they don't embrace tradition.
A lot of their parents aren't sure
what kinds of jobs are going to be
out there for their arty kids.
So I've offered a few examples.
I've shared my thoughts on the
commonality of people with similar
interests and like motivations.
Of course there are exceptions, as
I mentioned.
I'm sure there are political science
majors who don't worship Reagan.
I know art majors who belong to
sororities.
People who write opinion
columns aren't always self-centered
and opinionated.
Many people jump from
biochemistry to philosophy to art
and then to theater because they're
not sure what they want to do. It
takes patience to find your niche.
It requires insight to find "your
people."
Andrea Wood is a weekly
columnist for The News.

Vegetarianism one step farther
Slaughtering plants for consumption inhumane, not necessary
I have noticed that of all the
eating-related activities at the
University, being a vegetarian seems
to be the most popular.
Vegetarianism entails not eating
meat, or not eating any variety of
animal byproducts, for various
ethical, health or religious reasons.
Not eating animals is all fine and
dandy, but I see no reason why we
can't take this a step further and not
eat plants either.
Like their animal buddies, plants
are raised in captivity and are doped
up with plant steroids and insect
repellents against their will. Many
plants are even genetically altered to
increase their yield. This disturbs me
because it causes scientists to mess
around and breed unnecessary plants
such as bulkier lima beans,
carnivorous rhubarb, and those wee
onions that lurk in TV dinner peas.
It is even possible that plants have
feelings. Some claim plants flourish
when they hear music or when they
are cuddled and read old issues of
"National Geographic" in a soothing
voice.
Unfortunately, the people who
partake in these activities are not
fruit and vegetable farmers, but
mostly old woman who live alone

them become despondent and
listless — even on Fridays.
They abstain from photosynthesis,
reminiscing on happier days at the
K-Mart Garden Center. An
unmistakable gloom sets over them
and they fade like an overwashed
leisure suit and die.
Even so, the true humanitarian
will let a plant live to gradually rot
and die on its own accord. By now,
the more clever reader may have
recognized an apparent flaw in my
argument: if humans eat neither
with a horde of cats and Elvis
memorabilia. So often, fruits and
vegetables are plucked mercilessly
from trees and yanked forcibly from
the ground.
If we must continue slaughtering
plants for consumption, we need to
be more humane. We could sneak up
behind them and beat them senseless
or perhaps we could first numb their
senses with low-level radiation or
daytime television.
But the surefire, way to loll a plant
is to place it under my care. I have
the dreaded brown-green thumb of
vegicide that makes horticultunlists
wince. Plants that seem particularly
perky and lush when I purchase

because of a scientific experiment I
once conducted, involving giving
one to my sister's pet hamster. The
hamster elected to shred the rice
cake for bedding, much as it did
with the chunks of cardboard we
provided it.
This test has staggering results,
the foremost being that it is
plausible to market cardboard as
health food (Twigs o' Bran, Now In
Edible Box!"). This test also implies
that health food fanatics are much
like hamsters, but I have no problem

"Not eating animals is all fine and dandy, but
I see no reason why we can't take this a step
further and not eat plants either."
animals nor plants, there is nothing
left to eat
On the contrary, there are many
tasty food-like substance* still
available constructed entirely of
chemicals and fluorescent-coloring,
such at breakfast cereals sponsored
by toucans and genial leprechauns.
Also, there are rice cake*. I know
rice cakes are not actually food.

with that comparison.
So let's find healthy, humane
alternatives for eating plants and
animals. For starters, I would
recommend a tasty fiber-rich wad of
the The BG News,

Jason Young is a guest columnist
for Tht Ntws.
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DOE's contaminated sites."
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Prison escape

One escapee was being held on
multiple rape charges, the deEATON, Ohio - Two men who
partment said.
escaped from the Preble County
The men had broken through
Jail used bed linens to lower
bars in their cell window to reach
themselves four stories to the
the roof of the jail, which is on the
ground, the sheriffs department fourth floor of the county courthsaid Wednesday.
ouse, MaJ. Larry Swihart said.
He said no sightings of the men
had been reported Wednesday.
The sheriffs department Identified the escapees as Steven
Prime-time ratings as
Eugene Barker, 32, of New Paris,
and Hubert Paul Wells II, 49, of
compiled by the A.C.
Gratis.
Nielsen Co. for April 22Barker is scheduled for trial In
28. A rating measures
October on rape charges in Prethe percentage of the
ble County and is wanted in
Wayne County, Ind., on rape
nation's 93.1 million TV
charges.
homes. Each ratings
The department said he was bepoint represents 942,000
ing held on a total of 20 charges,
households.
including attempted rape,
felonious sexual penetration,
1. Home Improvement,
kidnapping, aggravated burglary, theft and assault.
ABC, 17.6,16.S million
A police officer told The
homes.
Middletown Journal that Barker
2. Grace Under Fire,
left a note saying he would not be
ABC, 17.2,16.2 million
taken alive. The newspaper did
homes.
not identify the officer. Swihart
said he could not confirm the re3. Frasler, NBC, 15.0,
port.
14.1 million homes.
Wells was being held on a par4. Seinfeld, NBC, 14.9,
ole violation related to charges of
14.0 million homes.
robbery, burglary, assault and
5. Roseanne, ABC, 14.5,
resisting arrest.
Swihart said the men were In
13.6 million homes.
their cell during bed check at
5. 60 Minutes, CBS, 14.5,
11:40 p.m. Tuesday, but were
13-6 million homes.
missing at 6:45 a.m. Wednesday
7. Ellen, ABC, 13.2,12.4
when the next check was done.
million homes.
Both men are white. Barker is 6
foot 2 inches tall and has tattoos
8. NFL Preseason:
of a dagger and Grim Reaper on
Chicago at Kansas City,
his left arm. Wells Is S foot 8 inABC, 13.1,12,3 million
ches tall and has scars on his
homes.
forehead.

'
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TV Ratings

9. Murder, She Wrote,
CBS, 12.7,11.9 million
homes.
10. Murphy Brown,
CBS, 12.1,11.3 million
homes.

Drug bail

CINCINNATI -- A man who
won $10 million from the Ohio
Lottery four years ago needed a
bondsman to post bail money on a
drug charge, according to court
records.
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Tim Kelly with AAA Window Cleaning, gets the UNOCAL building
in Anchorage, Alaska ready for winter as he replaces the chalking
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around the window screen Tuesday. The reflection of the flag Is
from the veteran's memorial across the street.
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People

LOS ANGELES - Bruce WUUs
has some marriage advice for
Michael Jackson: "Start having
babies."
"Nothing will get you straightened out faster than that," said
Willis, father of three and Demi
Moore's husband.
The unsolicited suggestion on
how to cope with the pressures of
a celebrity marriage was offered
by Willis recently after confirmation of the Jackson-Lisa Marie
Presley nuptials.
Last weekend, Jackson turned
his sights on other wedding pursuits. He was best man Saturday
at the marriage of his bodyguard
Miko Brando, son of Marlon
Brando. Jackson waved to onlookers as he climbed out of a van
and entered the church through a
side entrance. Lisa Marie Presley-Jackson didn't attend.
MOSCOW - Alexander Sol zhenitsyn has refused a literature
prize from a Russian nationalist
organization, saying other candidates need the award more, the

EXTRA.!
EXTTRA.1
2 years ago

41 Hou—noM

42 Scottish rtvar
43Mahn*»t
44 FU to th* brim
45 Short Mopping
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Komsomolskaya Pravda newspaper reported.
The Tolstoy Prize was created
in 1992 by members of the
nationalist Writers' Union of
Russia and the Golos publishing
house.
Solzhenitsyn has tried to steer
clear of political groups since his
return to his native Russia in May
after 20 years of exile. But Pyotr
Aleshkin, chairman of the prize's
jury, said contenders are not
judged on their political views.
"Solzhenitsyn is convinced that
the other candidates need the
prize more than he does," Aleshkin told the newspaper in a story
published Tuesday.
Winners of the prize get 10 million rubles ($5,000).
Solzhenitsyn has spoken of establishing a union of Slavic peoples and the need to protect ethnic Russians abroad - causes
embraced by many nationalists.
NEW YORK - Music, Luciano
Pavarotti said, should have no
boundaries.

In The News
More than one year after the breakup
of a dual fraternity date party resulted in
the arrest of 66 individuals, 36 cases had
been sent back to Bowling Green
Municipal Court by the Ohio State Court
of Appeals.
In the decision, confessions by students
were ruled not admissible in court.

The Gavel
is holding an
informational/ organizational
meeting
Tuesday, September 6
8 p.m.
Commons, 2nd floor, West Hall
Many staff positions are
available for writers, editors
and photographers to cover
Greek Life at B.G.S.U.
Call Andrea at 352-9625 for more information

The tenor declared a Manhattan subway station manager and
two other people winners of an
essay contest on opera.
As an experiment, Transit Authority employee Matthew Holland is playing operatic music
over the public address system at
bis subway stop near the Metropolitan Opera.
"Why not?" Pavarotti said in
Wednesday's Daily News. "In Las
Vegas, they play it in the bathrooms. Music should be everywhere."
The contest was sponsored by
London records. Pavarotti met
Holland and the other winners
Monday at a Manhattan restaurant.
The winners received a 20-CD
set called "Opera Made Easy"
and featuring - who else? - Pavarotti
MAPLEWOOD, N.J. -- Supermodel, actress and fitness adviser Kim Alexis will begin pitching low-fat cheese products next
year.
X

3

E
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She will star in commercials
and make appearances at trade
shows and other events as the
spokeswoman for Alpine Lace
':'.::.:• -is Inc., the Maplewood
company said Wednesday.
LOS ANGELES -- Steven Spielberg says Holocaust survivors
have much to tell the world and
he wants to help them do it.
The filmmaker formed the
Survivors of the Shoah Visual
History Foundation to videotape
their testimony.
"This archive will preserve
history as told by the people who
lived it, and lived through it,"
Spielberg said Wednesday in a
statement.
Spielberg, who won an Academy Award for direction for the
Holocaust epic "Schindler's
List," said the foundation will attempt to build on the work of
other groups.
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Debilitating effects
ofallergies can be
efficiently treated
by Jim Vickers
The BC News
As school swings into full gear,
so does the fall allergy season,
distracting many students from
their school work and activities.
Allergy symptoms have
already sent
many students
to the Student
Health Center
looking for relief from the
nasal congestion and Itchy,
watery eyes
that accompany allergies,
according to
Glenna Rufo, a registered nurse
at the center.
In some cases, students have
noticed allergy symptoms at
school that they never had at
home, she said.
Students suffering from allergies - especially first time sufferers - should make an appointment to see a doctor so they
can get the proper treatment,
Rufo said.
"Hie doctors will usually prescribe an antihistamine like Seldane for allergy sufferers," she
said. "There is also an injection
that can be given, but some doc-

Drinkin' in the sun

tors will give them and some
wont."
Students who have been previously Hingn/mjH with allergies,
or students who don't have time
to see a doctor can take over-thecounter drugs like Tavist-D or
Drixoril can help fight allergy
symptoms.
"You can go to the pharmacy,
tell them your symptoms, and
they should be able to tell you the
best medication for you," Rufo
said.
Dr. James Roberts, a local allergist, said allergies are particularly bad this time of year due to
ragweed pollens and other fall
weed pollens In the air.
Roberts warned against using
some over-the-counter drugs to
treat allergy symptoms due to
their side effects.
"Over-the-counter sprays
should not be used for over four
days in a row because they can
damage the nasal lining,"
Roberts said.
Roberts said the best way to
treat allergies is to stay indoors
in an air-conditioned environment
However, for students, he said
prescribed medication is still the
best option for temporary relief
from allergy symptoms.

'Even 'With Sin Air 'Bag, you Art
9{gt CompCeteCy Covered
You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.

DIMERS 7-9 PM • KARAOKE 8:30-2AM

I

• Be a part of the largest student programming
board on campus!
• Become a liaison to various student groups
such as multicultural student groups, LAG A,
FOCUS, non-traditional students, communers,
physically challenged students and others
. OPEN TO EVERYONE
Applications now available at (£ft® Office.-*

Call the 85© info line at 2-7164 or the 85®
office at 2-2343 for more information

University recycling successful
by Chris Malanga
The BG News
According to the Bowling
Green Litter Prevention and Recycling department the University has been very successful with
its efforts to recycle common
materials.
Gayl Pearson, Litter Prevention and Recycling department
employee, said University students are to be commended for
their recycling efforts.
"We've got a tremendous willingness in this community 1 everyone is recycling," Pearson
said. "In fact, the campus' numbers are within 100 tons of the city's. [The University students]
are doing a tremendous job!"
University students and city
residents now have three specialized programs available
which will enable them to recycle
everyday materials.

Department employee commends
students for efforts in residence halls
On-campus students have the for the pickup of the recyclables,
opportunity to recycle by using usually with a private hauler,
the brown recycling bins provid- Pearson said.
ed In every residence hall room.
"Twenty-five percent of the
Yellow barrels for soda cans, elegible units in Bowling Green
newspapers, glass and plastic are participate in the blue bin recylocated in various dining halls cling program," she said.
and lounges on campus.
All residents of one and two
University students are family dwelling units in the city
strongly encouraged to partici- are given red curbside recycling
pate in the recycling program, bins. The recyclables are collectbut participation is voluntary, ed the same days as the regular
Pearson said.
trash.
People residing in apartments,
"Since the red bin program becondominiums, and mobile gan in 1988, the amount of landhomes, including many off- fill trash has been reduced by 30
campus students, may have blue percent, due to both recycling
recycling bins.
and the yard waste ban," Pearson
These bins are provided to the said. "Ninety-five percent of all
landlord free of charge. The eligible residences participate in
landlord makes arrangements the red box collection."

by Joshua Mossing
The BG News

A New "DIRECTOR-AT- *
LARGE" Position Has *
Opened For

Due by Tuesday September 6th at noon.

University students who are
the children of deceased or disabled war veterans have an opportunity to receive financial aid
through the Ohio War Orphans
Scholarship Program.
The Ohio Student Aid Commission announced the approval of
314 scholarships for the children
of Ohio war veterans during the
1994-95 school year. The Ohio
War Orphans Scholarship Board
approved the new scholarships

Both aluminum and steel food
and beverage cans can be recycled, provided the labels have
been removed, she said.
In addition, plastic bottles with
a number one or two printed on
the bottom, glass jars and bottles
can be recycled, Pearson said.
Newspapers are also recycled,
but they must be in brown paper
bags and they must be dry, she
said.
Wet newspapers are not recyclable - they must be taken to the
landfill.
It is important that all of the
items be rinsed before they are
collected, Pearson said.
For those who would like more
information, call Pearson at
354-6226.

July 29.
The War Orphans Scholarship
provides financial aid to the children of deceased or disabled
Ohio war veterans. Students enrolled full-time at state supported colleges who are awarded the
War Orphans Scholarship
receive complete tuition and
general fees.
The money for the scholarships is provided annually by
an appropriation from the Ohio
General Assembly.
Tom Rudd, director of state
grants and scholarship depart-

ment, expressed his concern that
some scholarship money is not
being used.
"There may be some students
eligible for the scholarship who
are unaware that it is available to
them," Rudd said.
Forty-eight students at the
University received the War Orphans Scholarship for the
1993-94 school year. The students
received a total of $168,701, according to Doug McMarlln, special assistant to the director of
OSAG
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Smith determined to succeed Ohio to obtain money for
Municipal administrator claims job to be challenging
law enforcement, prisons
by Cynthia Kent
The BC News

For 27 years. Colleen Smith,
city municipal administrator for
Bowling Green, has learned
several lessons in self-motivation
and life in general, despite not
receiving a college education.
Originally
from Washington, Smith
came to Bowling Green to attend the University. After
getting married, she left
the University
and received her first job as a
secretary at the city's safety service department.
"Walter Zink, the mayor at the
time, needed to hire someone in
the city and I was referred to
him," Smith said.
Smith said she is still uncomfortable at the fact that she
does not have a college education
and that she has to work harder

BG part
of league
of cities
by Cynthia Kent
The BC News
In order to provide a
safer and healthier environment for its residents,
the city of Bowling Green Is
a member of a national organization which offers information about crime prevention, safety and recycling.
The National League of
Cities includes a membership of small and large cities that receive information
on programs already established or want to be developed, said Colleen
Smith, Bowling Green City
Municipal Administrator.
"[The NLC] has a good
Impact on the cities," Smith
said. "They are willing to
take a position on an issue
for the cities."
In addition, the NLC will
provide help to communities to fund different programs, such as housing
projects. The group also
gives cities insight on what
programs have failed and
succeeded in pther areas of
the country, Smith said.
The NLC is also a lobbying service in Washington
that represents cities on
various topics of interest,
said Roger Anderson, associate professor of political
science.
"The NLC is a potent
force that provides
research for organizations
on crime prevention, federal and state mandates,"
Anderson said.
According to Anderson,
the NLC is open for membership for all cities and
membership dues vary
based on population.
Currently, Bowling
Green pays $1074 for NLC
membership.

than others to prove herself, but
In the end her Job has been rewarding.
"I take every opportunity to
expand my knowledge,"Smith
said. "I get to be involved In all
aspects of the [Bowling Green]
City Council and to help the citizens."
In addition to being municipal

jobs and attract new business by
contacting local industries. She
helps the business industries reduce utility rates or problems
with traffic flow.
"Although my job is very challenging, it is also very encouraging," Smith said. "I acually see
the effects of our work - it is
very rewarding."

"Although my job is very
challenging, it is also very
encouraging. I acually see the
effects of our work - it is very
rewarding."
Colleen Smith
city municipal administrator
administrator, she is the chairwoman for the police and fire departments.
"Other cities would call me the
city manager," Smith said. "I
work at the pleasure of the
mayor."
Smith is also involved in the
community and economic development where she helps maintain

Most people get involved in
local government as a stepping
stone to find something better
later the same benefits of salary
and security can be found in private industries, Smith said.
"I am in a position where I help
people," Smith said. "I have always loved it"

by Aaron EpplB
The BC News
Pursuant to a federal crime
bill passed Monday that will allot $8.8 billion to increase law
enforcement and prisons nationwide, Ohio will receive a
considerate amount of money
to increase law enforcement
and prisons.
In addition, the new bill has
inspired the Ohio Senate to introduce a state crime bill of
their own.
"Ohio can expect $345 million over the next six years,"
said Clarice Nassif, aide to
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur, who has been involved
with the issue all along.
"This crime bill goes a long
way toward addressing the
concerns that our community
leaders raised," Kaptur said.
Kaptur sponsored the first
community-wide forum In
Northwest Ohio.
The bill will provide grants

Real estate agents Ireland
recommend renters
acquire insurance

Continued from page one.

by Nicole Pankuch
The BC News

ployee Kim Riggs.
Mecca Management also maintains the policy that it is wise to
University students renting get some sort of insurance for
apartments, may want to con- apartments.
sider having insurance coverage
"It is usually a good idea espefor personal items in case any cially if they have a waterbed,"
damage is done during the course said employee Michelle Remeis.
"It is best to get insurance from
of the year.
John Newlove Real Estate. 319 their parents' insurance policy."
E. Wooster, does not offer any insurance policy of its own,
however it does recommend that
renters check with their parents'
home-owners insurance policies
for their own coverage of any accidents or theft in their apartments, according to Newlove.
"It is normally cheaper to get
insurance on your parents' policies," Newlove said.
Newlove Realty, 336 S. Main
St., also has recommendations
about insurance for renters.
"We do tell tennants that it is
advisable to have it for electronic
Mary Noll
equipment," said owner Mary
owner
Noll. "If you do not have [insurance], check with your parents
State Farm Insurance Agency
and get a policy from your parents' homeowner Insurance to has renter's policies for about
cover you while you're away at $12 to $18 per month, according
to insurance agent Missy Bradschool."
Newlove Realty's representa- ley.
The policy is based upon the
tives also suggest students visit
local insurance agencies in the apartment, and the contents
area. The office has brochures of owners want to be insured.
With this policy, if there is a
various agancies, Noll said.
Holley Property and Manage- Are in an apartment, State Farm
ment does not offer their own will replace everything with likepolicy, however, they do recom- quality new items.
mend getting insurance.
Many insurance agencies offer
"Any renter Is advised to get renter's policies at affordable
renters' insurance by contacting rates, and it is best for students
any insurance carrier or insur- to check with their parents'
ance agents In town," said em- agency.

"If you do not have
[insurance], check
with your parents
and get a policy from
your parents'
homeowner
insurance to cover
you while you're
away at school."

Don't Drink and Drive

The Canoe Shop

"I welcome this IRA cease-fire
in the sense that for some months
no one will be murdered by them
but dont expect me to be grateful," said Alan McBride, whose
wife, Sharon, was among 10 people killed by an IRA bomb at a
Belfast fish shop last October.
Despite the pain, some people
held out hope, such as Michael
English, a Catholic bartender in
Londonderry who lost two sons
one run over by a British armored car, the other blown up by
his own bomb while with the IRA.
"I can't live in 1981 for my son

for the training of 3900 new
police officers, prison grants
and boot camp grants.
"There will be enforcement
grants to fight drugs in rural
and urban areas," Nassif said.
The Ohio crime bill - called
Senate Bill 313 - is sponsored
by Senator Dick Schafratch,
and is pending before the judiciary committee.
Betsy Johnson, aide to Sen.
Schafratch, said the focus of
the Ohio bill is to protect children from abuse.
"We had a kid down here
whose parents kept him in a
drawer in their trailer home,"
she said, "It was really awf uL"
- The bill will provide death
penalty sentences for child
killers, suffer punishments for
those who attempt to prevent
child victims from testifying
through intimidation and

Gary. I can't live in 1985 for my
son Charles. I have to live in 1994
for my grandchildren who have
replaced them," English said.
The governments of Britain
and Ireland pledged last December that there would be no
change in the status of Northern
Ireland without the consent of a
majority of its people. The IRA
has sought for 25 years to end
British rule and join the province
with the Irish republic.
In launching the peace campaign late last year, Britain and
Ireland said Sum Fein, the IRA's
political party ally, could join in
negotiations once the IRA per-

threats, and tougher penalties
for those who obstruct contact
between children and Ohio's
children social services.
Offenders who commit violent crimes that occur within
1500 feet of a school will have
their charge enhanced by one
degree.
The bill will also call for harsher penalties for repeat and
violent offenders. Juvenile records will be revealed to the
prosecution following the first
adult felony conviction.
Johnson anticipates no opposition to the bill.
"It should be passed through
the Judiciary Committee by
November - then it has to go
through the House of Representatives by the end of the
year," Johnson said. "When
that happens, it will be signed
into law by the Governor."

manently ended its armed campaign.
Prime Minister Albert Reynolds of Ireland told his parliament the IRA met that condition
and "there can be no going back."
But British Prime Minister
John Major was wary.
"We need to be clear that this
is indeed intended to be a permanent renunciation of violence,
that is to say, for good," he said.
"Let words now be reflected in
deeds."
The IRA and Sinn Fein said the
onus now was on Britain to make
a gesture.
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BGSU STUDENT
$100 CASH CONTEST
Register to win $100 CASH!
Second and Third place
winners each win $25 in
McDonald's* Gift Certificates.
The contest starts September 1,1994.
A new contest with the same prizes starts the
following month.
You may register at McDonald's® on East Wooster,
bring in this entry blank or mail in an entry to the
address below.
Stop by McDonald's* for official rules.

20 % OFF all Teva
sandals
Name
Address

Black Swamp Outfitters
140 South aber Road •Wittrriue, Ohio 43S66

878-3700
Store Hours:

Monday - Thursday
Friday-Sunday

Phone _

20 % OFF all Cortex Jackets

10-7
10-6

No purchase necessary to enter. Need not be present
to win. Drawing date will be the last day of each
month.

McDonald's* 1470 East Wooster, B.G., OH 43402

20 % OFF all Tecnlca
Hiking Boots

GORE-TEX

'your friends at Mc'Donatd's*
1470 East Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402
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Falcons ready to kick off new season
BG place-kicker anxious to get started
by Mark Leonard DeChant
The BC News

Bowling Green's Brian Leaver (31) attempts ■ field during a game
last year. Leaver will be counted on to keep the Falcons in the hunt

Place-kickers are accustomed
to the spotlight.
They appear in but 30 or 40
plays all season, but each one is a
scoring opportunity that may determine the outcome of a game or a season.
"All eyes are on them," BG
head coach Gary Blackney said.
"Nobody's looking at the snap
and the hold, they're looking at
the kicker."
This season will be no different
for incumbent Falcon kicker
Brian Leaver, who last year endured a sub-par performance, a
kicker controversy and the
team's first non MAC-winning
campaign in three seasons.
This. * jar, an improved Leaver
confidence and enthusiasm
restored - has newfound Job security; and, therefore, a chance
at school history.
First things first: Brian Leaver
will be handling the field goal
and extra point duties.
"Last year we vacillated between he and Schorejs, but
there's no question right now that
Brian Leaver is our kicker,"
Blackney said. "We've charted
Iks BCNcwi flic phot*
every single kick in the preseafor the MAC title. The Falcons open up their season Thursday night son, and Brian - from the 40 on in
when they face North Carolina State.
- is about 90 percent accurate."
A good training camp was essential for Leaver, whose starting spot was less-than-certain
following a poor finish in 1993.
After a sophomore season in
which he nailed 8-of-9 field goals
"N.C. State throws the ball
and 33-of-35 PAT attempts.
post a 4-4 record against stiff
well," BG head coach Gary
ACC competition.
Leaver's game fell flat five
A large part of the Wolf- Blackney said. "They're also
games into 1993.
He was replaced by Schorejs
pack's success came as a direct effective in running the option.
during the heart of the Falcons'
result of a very potent offense Even though they're not really
drive for a third consecutive conthat racked up nearly 400 an option football team, they'll
ference title. Leaver eventually
run it often enough to corner
yards of offense and 25 points
won his Job back.
you seven or eight times a
per contest. That attack was
"I got into a rut," he said. "I
led by State's quarterback game.
needed to come out of It, and
combination of Terry Harvey
and Geoff Bender.
See DEFENSE, page seven.

Defense must stop 'Pack attack
by Mike Kazlmora
The BC News
For only the second time in
Bowling Green's illustrious
football history the Falcons
will battle a team from the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Better known for turning out
perennial basketball powerhouses such as Duke and North

Carolina, the ACC has made
tremendous strides the past
few years in putting together a
solid football conference. Last
year the ACC landed three
teams in the Associated Press'
Top 25 poll.
While the Wolf pack of North
Carolina State - BG's opponent
Thursday night - did not make
it in the poll they did manage to

mentally, I didn't. That's what
hurt me all year long."
For the season Leaver converted 10 of his 17 field goal attempts
and 17-of-17 extra points. Four of
his misses were from less than 30
yards.
The S-6, 175-pound Florida
native said his physical condition
was excellent, but his concentration needed some fine-tuning.
"Coach Blackney always says
90 percent of the game is played
from your eyebrows up," he said.
"It's the same whether you're a
defensive lineman or a kicker."
If Leaver's rekindled enthusiasm does in fact lead to better results, he will make Falcon
history in the process. His 23 career field goals rank fifth on
BG's all-time list, while his 73
PATs rank third.
Leaver has a chance to move
up in both categories.
"When I'm feeling good about
myself, and I'm doing well, I'm
going to make every kick. That's
the way I feel about it."
Leaver says he will concentrate on keeping his rhythm and his Job - and will let the records fall where they may.
"Derek's always there, and he
always has been, and he will be
this year," Leaver said. "It's hard
for me to say that I'm not thinking about him. I know that if I
mess up, he could come in and
take the Job right away from
me."
Blackney has no doubts In his
fifth-year senior and three-year
letter winner.
"Leaver's really on right now,
and he's confident," Blackney
said. "From the 25-yard line on
in, he's as consistent as any
kicker I've ever been around."

Steelers sign Green
to one-year contract

by Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PACKARD BELL MULTIMEDIA
COMPUTER SYSTEM WITH MONITOR

PITTSBURGH - Eric Green took a monster of a gamble Wednesday, rejecting the Pittsburgh Steelers' $10 million offer to sign a oneyear contract worth $1.4 million so he can retain his right to free
agency.
The Pro Bowl tight end, faced with reporting Wednesday or not
playing Sunday against the Super Bowl champion Dallas Cowboys,
ended a six-week holdout by signing the offer initially tendered him
last spring.
"I want to be compensated for what I've done, but the Steelers weren't prepared to do that," said the 290-pound Green, the NFL's biggest
tight end. "I'll never know how much I'm worth until I'm on the free
market."
His agent, Drew Rosenhaus, and Steelers negotiator Ton Ferens
discussed a long-term contract even after Green showed up at Three
Rivers Stadium about an hour before practice. But the Steelers
wouldn't sweeten their five-year, $2 mlllion-a-year proposal, and Rosenhaus didn't back off his demand for $2.5 million annually.
"He might have made several more million dollars, but we were
more concerned with long term than an instant payday," Rosenhaus
said. "I was sure if we told the Steelers we were taking the tender
offer they would find a way to make us happy, but they didn't
"Eric is unhappy the Steelers didnt make him happy."
Green brushed off suggestions the Steelers will try again to sign
him later in the season, saying, "There will be no more discussions
and no more transactions."
By rejecting a contract that would have topped Tampa Bay tight
end Jackie Harris' $1.9 million a year, Green is gambling not only
that he'll have another big season, but that he will be an unrestricted
free agent.
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Browns hope easier camp New format favorable for
results in improvedfinish youthful BG soccer squad
by Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press
BEREA, Ohio - "Camp Belichick" wasn't so bad this year,
and that ought to help keep the
Cleveland Browns fresher
much later Into the season,
says defensive tackle Michael
Dean Perry.
Coach Bill Belichick, entering his fourth season as the
Browns' head coach, ran a
training camp this summer
that was markedly less demanding than the previous
three. Practices weren't as intense and breaks weren't so
few and far between, players
said.
"I think he's changed a little
bit in that regards of really trying to beat you down in training camp, where by the time
the end of the season comes,
you're worn down or you're
dragging," Perry said.
Each of Belichick's first
three teams has had a respectable first half, going 4-4 in 1991
and 5-3 each of the next two
years.
But each has also finished
miserably; the Browns went a
combined 7-17 over the second
halves of the three years, Including a 4-9 mark in the
months of December and January.
Perry, who did not get along
with Belichick at first, became
a peacemaker in the locker
room last season, particularly
during the uproar after popular Bernie Kosar was cut.
Now, Perry said. It appears
Belichick has learned to push
his players without overdoing
it.
"That comes from maturity
and learning and knowing your
personnel, the whole nine
yards," Perry said. "It's easy to
say two or three years later,
'He wore us out here," or, 'He
wore us out there.' It's a learning process for all of us.

APAtftM*

Cleveland's Michael Dean Perry expects the Browns to finish the
second half of the year much stronger than ID past years.
"Hopefully we're on the
right road now. Hopefully by
November and December, we're still pretty fresh and can
make that run for the playoffs.
I think he's trying to make that
valiant effort to make sure
we're fresh in the latter part of
the season, so that when you
want to rise a little bit more,
you're able to, mentally and

physically."
Perry himself sat out the last
three preseason games to rest
a sore knee, although he said
he could have played in the last
two if the games had meant
anything.
"I think we're deeper this
year than in the past, and of
course the front four is very
good," Perry said.

The lines have yet to be painted. The field has yet to be
mowed. The scoreboards remain
unlit and the bleachers stand
empty. The potential for a soccer
game hangs in the air at Mickey
Cochrane Field, but the schedule
says otherwise.
Similarity, the team is in an "ungroomed" state, as scrimmages
show, but they are polishing their
game before Friday's game
against Loyola. But one detail
they will not have to work on this
season, as they have so feverishly In the past, is winning every
game.
Theoretically, BG doesn't have
to win a single soccer game until
they play in the Mid-American
Conference Tournament and the
NCAA Play-In game against the
Trans America Conference for a
tournament berth. All teams in
the MAC qualify for the postseason conference tournament, giving everyone a shot at making the
NCAA Tournament.
The MAC contains only six
teams and decided to have the
regular season count towards
tournament seedlngs. This
means a team could lose all its
games, become the sixth seed in
the tournament and become MAC
Champion by winning the tournament games.
This progression is unlikely of
course, with the CCHA hockey
tournament as proof. IllinoisChicago extended higher-seeded
Michigan State to the limit in a
best of three contest as did Alaska-Fairbanks with Miami But
year after year, the higher seeds
eventually prevail.

DEFENSE
Continued from page six.

"In order to be successful our
defense is going to have play
both the run and pass. We have to
try to keep the pressure on
them."
While the Falcons defense will

Up until this year, BG had to
frantically win every game, beating soccer superpowers such as
Indiana University and Akron,
and demolish other MAC schools
by at least four or five goals.
This year will be different, in
more ways than one. First of all,
they have a new coach. Well,
Gary Palmisano begins his 16th
season with BG, but took last
year off to make sure the World

«dy

SetterCup went smoothly in Detroit.
Hence, he is new to last year's
large freshman class which is
this year's sophomore class.
With the mass graduation of
seniors after the 1992 season,
this year's team is skewed
toward youth. Only three seniors
will take to the field, along with a
group of 16 freshman and sophomores.
Another difference is the lack
of a go-to-guy who can score at
the crucial moment of a game
like Rob Martella did with the
1989-92 teams and Neil Ridgeway
was with the 1979-1962 teams.

be looking to pressure State's
quarterbacks, the Falcons
offensive unit will be looking to
apply some pressure of its' own.
In fact, Blackney said that the
Falcons have put a new wrinkle
into their playbook when it
comes to short yardage situations.
"Mark Dunaway [third string

But the 1994 teams looks to make
up for It by playing together as a
team.
No matter what the differences, this year's team does not
have to work as hard to win
every single contest to make the
big show and neither do BG
squads in the future.
The 1989 freshman class which
included freshman Martella, Bob
Boyle, Brian Lord, Brian Bonham, Chris Williams and Brian
Ferguson eventually blossomed
into the 1992 NCAA Tournamentappearing team. Despite posting
12 wins in 1989 and 16 wins In
1991, those teams had two or
three losses and a few tie* too
many to satisfy the criteria for
making the big tournament.
Some of the 1992 team players
stopped by Saturday's scrimmage which provided a chance
for past and present players to
cross paths. Palmisano, Martella
as an assistant coach and seniors
Frank Frost ino and Dan Traver
reunited with the likes of Pepe
Aragon, Mike Kelly and Tom
Kinney. New players got to chat
with players from one of BG's
statistically-greatest teams.
Perhaps a visit from a group of
players-past will inspire the new
group to acheive high goals, such
as winning every game.
Or the current group may remain as green and uninspired as
the empty field and take the easy
way to the top.
Randy Setter is a senior journalism major.

quarterback] will be our short
yardage quarterback," Blackney
said. "Third-and-one, or around
the goal line I think you'll see
Dunaway come off the bench because he can really stretch a defense.
"We might have been a little
too predictable at times last
year."

For once, a cut in
educational spending that
actually helps students.
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With Applet special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh*
the best-selling personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa* which comes complete with lots of powerful software to help
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple* PowerBook* or the Power

Macintosh"- the worlds fastest Mac!* And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't have to dig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student
uaent pricing, a Mac
is as easy to afford as it is to use. All of which makes it the ideal time to
discover the power all college students need. The power to be your best*.

Applet

POWER

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes Hall then
call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
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WOMEN'S RUGBV
INFO-ORQANIZATIONAL MEETWO
THURS.SEPT. 1,1894
9.00 PM 222 EDUC.
BRING STUDENT ID 8 INSURANCE INFO.
?'S CONTACT MICHELLE 354-8098
OFFICERS PLEASE CALL ASAP.

CAMPUS EVENTS

Clue Hockey Information Meeting
Sept. 1 * Campus Room in Via Union
9.0Opm-'3S2-7917

FOCUS. MEETING
Finn Yaar Off-Campus university Students
(FOCUS i will hold officer alac&ona on
Thursday. Supi 12 ai noon In rna OH-Campus
Sudent Camar, locatad in MosJey Hall, ground
level. It you ara Interested in running for an offioa stop in lha Off-Campus Sudani Caniar for
an application and officer description.
FIT-FOR-ALL AEROBICS
August 30.31,8 Sept 1
Sludanl Recreation Caniar
Activity Caniar
FITNESS CONDITIONING 4-Spm
INTRO TO FIT-FOR-ALL 5-6 pm

Come and enjoy the tun si the
Kappa House.
Drees is casual.
Come and find out
what sisterhood is all about.

HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM RIDING RANCH, 13596W. KRAMER RD.. BOWLING GREEN. OH 419-353-5403.
Pregnant? We can help.
Free 8 confidential pregnancy lasts.
support and information.
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 3S4 HOPE.

PERSONALS
Adam Rich's new tape Virgin Freak Is now
available at Mad Harter and Finders. 8 songs of
pure guitar adrenalin. I'm also looking for a
band. Contact me at 372-8375 or come to
538C Founders Quad
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA
OPEN RUSH
WodrosoJy August31 9:00pm
Thursday-September 1:8:30pm

The World Student Association will be holding elections on Sunday September 4th for
the 19S4 Board. Lots of Leadership positions available! Everyone Welcome I Join UB
Sundays at 4:00 pm on the 11th Floor ol 04fsnhauer West. Sas you thersl
UAOI UAOI UACH
Dlrector-at-Large poalllon open.
Be part of the largest student programming
board on campus. Applications for a new liason position available now in Rm. 330 Union.
Due back by Noon Sap). 6th
Call 2-2343 for data Jsl
UAOI UAOI UAOI

The women of Alpha Xi Delta would like to invite you to Open Rush. Rush is at the Alpha XI
Delta House: dress is casual. All are welcome:
Bring a Iriendl Hope to see you therel
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA ALPHA XI DELTA
ATTENTION ALLSENIORSIII
Are you interested in being BGSU's
HOMECOMING KING OR OUEEN7I
Pick up an application in Die UAO office in
room 330 Union.
Applications can be turned in until
September 2nd!
Call UAO at 372-2343 lor more into.
ATTENTION ALL SENIORS11'

AZD'AZO'AZD

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Hey UAAers - Welcome Bado Our first meeting is Sept. 6th at 9pm in the Taft Room on the
Third Floor of the Union. Newcomers are always welcome to join the lunl Come and meet
new friends and see how much excitement
goes on in UAAI Any questions call the UAA office 372-6849.

University Performing Dancers
Audition
September t
6:00pm
200 Epplsr South
Gymnasium

Alpha Xi Talent Show
at 8:30 pm tonight.

WELCOMEBACKTOBGSU
Party tor Everyone
Free snacks, drinks 8 music 8:00 pm (September 3. Saturday). 11ih Floor Oftenhauer
West, sponsored by World Student Association
(WSAV

248 N. Main St. 354-1559
993 S. Main St. 353-8826

WANTED

KKO'PLEDGES *KKO

Female roommate needed ASAP.
Apartment close to campus.
Call 352-8078

KKO'PLEDGES*KKO
KKG-THETACHrKKG
Coach Dan - Thanks tor making our lag toolbail team outstanding. It was tun 8 outrageous.
Can't wait in next year!
KKG'THETACHI'KKG

AZD*AZD"AZD
Delta Zeta Open Rush
Everyone is invited to the
Delia Zeta house on Thursday
at 8 pm. We will go to the
All Greek Talent Show at 9 pm.
We look lorward to seeing you.
Questions? Call Kim at 2-4800
Delta Zeta Open Rush

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S DOUBLES GOLF • THURS SEPT. 1; MEN, WOMEN. COED ULTIMATE FRISBEE - TUES.
SEPT 6; WOMEN'S SGLS 8 DBLS TENNIS WEDS. SEPT. 7; MEN'S DOUBLES TENNIS ■
WEDS. SEPT. 7. ALL ENTRES DUE WITH
FORFEIT FEE BY 400 PM IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE ON DUE DATE.

Need a Resume Builder??

$100/hour possible mailing our orcUara.
For into, can (202) 298-9085

Positions are now available on the 1094 Fall
Prairie Margins Staff
Prairie Margins is me Undergraduate Fine Arts
Magazine ol BGSU.
Anyone interested in editing, sales, marketing.
advertising, magazine production graphic design, poetry, art or fiction contact Aimoe at
3530218.
NEEDED - MALE CHEERLEADERS
Guys Interested In being a cheerleader..
should report to the front ol the SRC'"
Wednesday. Sept. 7© 8:15p.m.
Call 2-7093 with ?a
Never be bored in B.G. agaml
Tau Kappa Epsilon has many events planned.
For more into., cal Brett 353-9823
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING GROUP
Have you lived in an alcohol or substance
abusing home? Ever wonder how that might ailed self-esteem orrolatlonehlpe past or present? Ever salt o>dependent or overly responsible for someone else's life? If interested in
learning more, a Relationships) Group is now
being offered to explore tfiese issues. Can
Sheila or Ellen at 372-2130 by SepL 16 for l>
formation on joining.

811/hr. B start Do you have high standardized test scores? Do you have a personality? Can you communicate effectively? Tha
Princeton Review seeks instructors tor our
courses on campus. Call 1-800-347-7737 Mr.
Wizsrd lor more information.
8363.60. Sen 72 funny college T-shirts - prolt
8363.60. Risk-free. Choose from 19 designs.
Freecatatog 1-800-700-4250.
Clerical position • part-time. Candidate r
good communicanon skin's, typing skills and
experience, with WordPerfect. Send resume
and copy ol dass schedule to Tammi Dtehl at
Student Legal Services. 327 University IJnton
BGSU
Cooks and Bartender
Apply at La Roe's Restaurant
Grand Rapids. OH
Desk clerk needed: 4pm-midnight. Sal, Sun..
Mon. Call 352-1520 or atop out at Buckeye
Motor Inn, ask for Tim. Start immediately.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes et home. All materiels provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box
10075, Oalhe.KS 66051.
Evening office deaning. 10-12hrsAvk.
Own transportaDon required.
Call 352-5822
Floorwalkers needed lor Thurs.. Fri. 8 Sat.
Must ba rekable 8 21 yrs. old. Apply In person
between 11 am 6 5pm at Gamef a 893 S. Main.

BOOH,

FUNDRAISINO
Choose horn 3 dltferent fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days.
No Investment.
Esrn $88 tor your group
plus persona I cash bonuses for yoursell.
Call 1 8Q0-932«28. Ext. 65.

Nature's Way Landscapes - lull 6 part-time positions Flexible scheduling • whole days pre
farted. 686-7865.
Needed Saturday, Sunday. Monday
Storekeepers tor Soltball Tournament at Carter Park. 84.50 per game. Not taxed games.
Last 45-55 minutes an average. Number ol
gomes up to you. Leave name, number at
354-2255.1 will call you back.
Rally's la NOW HIRING
11 em - 2pm and 6pm - dose
84.50 par hour: 352-8280
SPRING BREAK '95-SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH 8 GO FREEIII Student Travel Servioss
Is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rales to Jamaica. Cancun, Daytona and Penama City Beach. Can 1-600-646-4640

84 CHEVY CELEBRITY
For Sale 8900.
Call 353-7705.
Bar with 2 inch hardwood top. 8 It. tong with
shelves. 8100.352-8324.
Computer: 386SX (40 MB). Goldstar VGA
monitor, enhanced keyboard, mouse, modem,
Roland PR 1212 dot-m printer and computer
table. 8650. Call 354-8411.
Dorm Loft. University Approved.
840.OJ3O.
Call 353-5810
DORM REFRIOERATOR LARGER SIZE HAS
FREEZER...WORKS GREAT. 87S. CALL
352-5510.

VAN DRIVER Part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency Must be between the agee of 21-85,
have a valid Onto driver's keen as end an excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738. Bowling Green. OH 43402.

Free rust color couch. U pick up.
Leather look sleeper sofa 820.
Call 1-693-8821 (Bath)

Waitresses needed-must be reliable, with personality, must be 19. Apply In person between
11am 6 5pm atGamer-s 893 S.Main, BG OH.

352-5839

WANTED: Campus Representative - KODAK
PRODUCTS SPRING BREAK TRIPS -Guaranteed- BEST PRICES 8 INCENTIVES. Cancun, Nassau. Jamaica. S. Padre 8 Florida. We
handle the bookkeeping...you handle lie
sales. CALL 1-800-222-4432.
Welcome Back Soidentsl
NoMe.tr. SU?
Want to make your own schedule?
Do you need a paid co-op or internship?
We welcome all collage students to join
us at EBSCO Telemarketing Service. No
dip. necessary. Very flexible scheduling
waft hourly rale plus bonuses. Our
average sales person earns between 85 8
88.50 per hour, and alp seHers earn
between 88 8 812 per hour. Paid weekly.
Profit sharing 8 paid days off offered.
Extensive paid training program 8
follow through. Apply after 4:00pm
Mon.-Fn.sM13N.UajnSt.

^^^^Jrcj^S^ggg^^^^^
FOR SALE
87 Dodge Ctiarger. One owner. AM/FM
radio, Automatic, Mew Dree 8 brakee. 8180S.
Call B23- 7761 after BOO pm.

GE Wlwe Washer 8 Dryer
Good condition

Hunter Green loft, fiant Condition.
WOO BO 354-0822
IBM Compatible Computer
Complete with software and 24 PIN printer
8400/0 .b.0.372-2660
Great tor word processing.
Large collection of beer lights mirrors and
neons Adult clothes and misc. Take Rt. 6 East
01 BG to Rt. 190. Take 199 South appro. 8
miles. 4649 Sandusky St., West Millgrove.OH.
Sept 1.2.3-9-7
MEN'S DIAMOND RING
High Quality Cut and Clarity
8550. Call Terry 352-6806.
Modem tor Macintosh. Like new 1100.
Call 353-3825
Mountain Bike. 20". GT Talent.
EX AGE/ Shimano components.
Good cond. 8250.353-2921 (after 5)
SEGA GENESIS SYSTEM - one year old
2 controllers. NBA Action 94, PGA Goll Tour II.
Joe Montana Spots talk Football 93 8 Sonic
included-Best offer
Cal Paul 352-7151

'87 Pontiac Sunbird GT Turbo.
83100 0£0. Can 353-4140.

FOR RENT

'88 Subaru GL - Must sell I Automatic Arc,
power windows, cruse control -82500/besi
Offer. Call 372-1321.
1 full size BroyhiH couch, 860. 1 brand new 1
Rhode Gear U bike lock, 820. LSAT software
tor Macintosh. 840. Call 353-0681.
1082 Suzuki. 10,000 mi. New battery. Good
condition. Call Andy at 354-5134.
1984 Ford LTD
offer, 352-3009.

3 bedroom house

623 3rd Street
1-425-1609
3 bedroom apartment upstairs.
Efficiency. 329 E. Wooster.
352-4168 (Bill)

Runs great. 8750 or best
4 bedroom unfurnished house. 8600/mo.
utl. Call 352-0717.

1984 TOVOTA COROLLA, Excellent Conditon, Asking 81200 (negoDable). Please contact: 1-534-2984.
2 love seats. 1 chair 81 ottoman
All matching tan 6 brown
875 O.B.O. Call 352-0936

Bowling Green Village Apartments
300 Napoleon Rd.' 352-6335
Now eccepbng applications tor 1 and 2 bedrooms. Come in and get on the waiting list.

REDUCE THE RISK OF LOSING YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT

Students who are interested in getting credit tor
EDFI302 (Educabonal Psychology) through a
unique experience* In learning to work with children and adolescents Irom diverse cultural
backgrounds. Dr. Kathy Farber wHI be leaching
EDFI 302 in con|uncbon with EDFI 417 (Urban
ED) Spring OS. Specially selected field experiences working vnrfi exemplary educators in urban settings win be Integrated with Ed. Psych
material. Class size wHI be limited so that students win be able ID explore topics and issues
of interest both individually and cooperatively.
Contact Dr. Farber at 372-7338 for details regarding course registrelion.

Lawm maintenance. 15-20 hrs. perweek
Call 352-5822

1.

Obtain a complete copy of your signed lease and a receipt
for your security deposit.

Loving $ reliable nanny to care lor our 2 children In our BG home. References requited
Call1-537-1815.

2.

Math Tutor Needed
for Math 421,428,441
Will Payl Please call 372-8495

Inspect the residence (with or without the landlord) and
make a checklist detailing the condition of every room.

The Ice Beer Happy Hours at Brathaus
Friday 4pm-Spm
Also Kam ikazia and Schnapps lor 50 cents

3.

Thursday at M.T. MUGGS ia Ladies Nighi
Tacos-3tor8i.Fn , Sat 8 Sun, open at Noon

Mother's Helper needed in our Perrysburg
home, Tuos. 8 Thurs. Desire non-smoker, widi
tranep. 8 references to help care for house and
boys-ages 3.2,8 newborn. Call 1-674-1958

Note on the checklist any and all damages - no matter how
small they may seem (i.e. nail holes, carpet spots, cracks in
walls or ceilings).

4.

Have all tenants sign and date the checklist, give a copy to
the landlord and keep a copy for yourself.

5.

Take photos or video tape any damage present and the
overall condition of the residence. (You should also do this
when moving out for comparison).

6.

If repairs are needed, notify the landlord in writing and
maintain a copy.

|

o.p 9/15/94

HELP WANTED
f 1 Awesomel Earn 82500 8 Free Spring Break
Tripsl Se« 8 Trips 8 Go Freel Best Trips 8
Priossl Bahamas. Cancun, Jamaica, Panama
City'1-800-878-83861

SIGMA KAPPA' WENDY SCHUELLER
The sisters ol Sigma Kappa would like to congratulate Wendy Schueller on her recant pearling to BGSU alum Sam Weigman.
SIGMA KAPPA' WENDY SCHUELLER

Ice Beer Ntte at Brathaus
Wed. and Thurs. all ritel
Bud lea. Lite Ice and Icehouse.
Also, Long Island Ice Tea tor |i.

Roommate needed lor fall 8 springl
Nice apt. Good location. Own bad 8
bad. Also, air, pool, laundry, 8
University shuttle servicel 352-9366.

USAPATTON
Happy 2i el Birthday to the OREATEST roomie in the whole wide world. Lei's make this
last year me bestl Get ready for tonight. We're
gonna have F-U-N funl
Love ya. Andrea

Help Wsnled. Earn caah In claea
Earn $200 plus taking notes
For more info call:
352-0860 or 353-3108

If you have signed a lease, or plan 10 sign a lease in the near
future follow these simple steps upon MOVING IN to save vou time
and money when MOVING OUT:

Come One Come All!!
UAO Informational Meeting for

| .10 Visits for $201
j With This Coupon j
■

One roommate needed. Own room in large
house dose to cam pus. $140 a month plus ut»ipes. Non-smoker preferred. 354-7204.

SELF-ESTEEM GROUP
Fal 94 signups forSell-Esteem Group Meet
new people. Increase sell-awareness, reduce
stress, learn new coping skillsl Call Sheiia or
E len at 372-2130 by Sept 18 tor more kitormationon joining.

Friends of Bill W. stating a group. To get
together, call 372-2130 for more information

For mora information
Call 372-6918

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KAPPA KAPPA OAM MA

We love you am

Typing Service - 8am - 8pm
7 days a week. Call 352-4363

LAGA LACA LAGA LAGA LAGA
Tha Lesbian and Gay Alliance maats tonight at
8 30 in Ina United Cnnsoan Fellowship Caniar.
The UCF is on the corner of Thursbn and
Ridge, due wast from Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma.
LAGA Is open ID all Gay/LesbiarvBisesual
students, grad. students, faculty and the general public. LAGA welcomes those who are noi
gay and support and accept gay people as
equal members of society.
For mora informaton, caN 372-5228; discretion
assured.

XOSAEXOSAEXO
The sisters ol Chi Omega would like to
thank the SAE'S for Kissing Camalionsl
XOSAEXOSAEXO

Welcome to lha Kappa homessad.
We're very eaciied to have all of
you as a part of the Kappa family.

SKYDIVE BG WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME ANDTHRILL SEEKERS
We offer a first tump/skydiva course. Call for
student discounts. Visa 8 MVC accepted. 10
minutes Irom B.G S.U campus. 352-5200

Jnlarastad In
Organiiallonal Development
and Training?
Coma find out about tie ORGANIZATION
DEVELOPMENT STUDENT NETWORK
(ODSM).
First Meeong:
Wednesday. Sept 7th
7pm. Room 4000 Business Building
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

*

OPEN RUSH
Thurs., September 1 st. 6:30 - 8 pm

SERVICES OFFERED

BOSUOub Soccer TryouB
Wed. Aug3iat-Wed,Sept 781
4 00 -6 OOpii. next 10 the starium
For mora information, cal Bran 352-0624.

Want an opportunity to gain 82,000 In schotarehlpawithout your O.PA.7 Student Court
needs volunteers to represent students In the
BGSU courtroom. Need not be a law majora just interested and dedicated. Advancement
possibiliies along with great experience. See
us at Sept. 14 AatviHos Fair tor more Into?

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KAPPA KAPPA OAM MA

WHITEWATER
RAFTING TRIP

II

■ No Commitment
Required
- Meeting Will Be Held
September 1st, 1994
- 8:30 pm In the Faculty
Lounge 2nd Door
of the Union

|"We Honor Competitors
\ Advertised Prices"

I
Your Tanning
Professionals
since 1980

If you have any problems or questions regarding your lease and/or
moving into or out of a rental property, please contact STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES for an appointment to speak with an attorney.

Student Legal Services, Inc.
327 University Union
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(419)372-2951

(WSrS*

QPSsSi nncvgt
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1432 E. WOOSTER
FAST FREE
ALL DAY
DEUVERY
OPEN DAILY
11 a.m.

The Buckeye Room W t^ion
iHON.

.Billiards

352-4663

HOUSE
G
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per hour

WED
1
reserve
a time fo'
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Med. 11tem
Pizza with
2 Free Pops

$

5.50

2 Medium
1 Item
Pizzas

'8.95

• PiaaServed4p.m. Close -PirnServed4p.m. -Close "
♦
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Wolfpack
by Marty Fuller
The BC News
RALEIGH, NC — The BG football team ran out of kicks Thursday night as they dropped their
season opener to North Carolina
State 20-15.
The Falcons never led the
Wolf pack but were able to stay
on their tails with the accurate
kicking of Brian Leaver.
The senior placekicker was the
only Falcon to post points for the
Brown and Orange in the first
half. After State's opening
touchdown drive, Leaver booted
field goals of 29 and 45 yards.
State's kicker Steve Videtlch answered with a 40-yard field goal
of his own. Leaver retaliated with
a 28-yarder to put the Falcons
behind 10-9 at the break.
"We knew coming into the
season that our kicking game had
to improve in order to win the
conference," Leaver said. "I
worked a lot over the summer
with my holder and long snapper
and it seemed to work. I felt really comfortable out there."
Leaver was given his opportunites by a Falcon offense that was
gliding smoothly early through
the play of quarterback Ryan
Henry. Despite not putting the
ball in the end zone, Henry completed 10 of 17 passes for 134
yards in the first half.

University
raises $4.2
million in
private funds
byJImVlckers
The BG News
The University has raised
more than $4 million in private funds for the third
consecutive year.
A total of $4-2 million was
raised during the 1993-94
fiscal year from donations
given by alumni, friends of
the University and some
businesses, according to
Kenneth C. Frisch, director
of development.
"All students and faculty
benefit from the generosity
of alumni and friends,"
Frisch said. "We are a much
better University because
of the private support
received."
One of the year's high
points was a fundraising
campaign that raised a
$2.19 million for the School
of Art, the theatre department and dance program,
the college of Musical Arts,
and the Arts Unlimited outreach program.
Thomas Hilty, chairman
of the art department, said
a great deal of the money
the School of Art received
from the campaign went
toward financing the new
gallery.
Another of the year's
highlights was the successful completion of a $250,000
campaign for the Firelands
campus, which coincided
with the college's 25th anniversary.
During the year, a record
See DONATION, page it*.

"I thought Ryan did an outstanding job, but I tell you something else - he was pressured a
lot by NC's line. I can't remember a quicker defensive line.
They were in our face all day
long," said head coach Gary
Blackney.
State's defense held firm the
entire contest. Behind tackle
Carl Reeves and Butkus Award
nominee Damian Covington, the
Wolfpack halted BG's ground attack, allowing the Falcons a measly 24 yards on 22 carries.
"NC State's defensive line is
one of the best I've ever seen.
Carl Reeves is outstanding and
incredibly quick, and we had n
hard time trying to stop him.
Their entire front line has
speed," Blackney said.
"Damian Covington and Ricky
Bell were outstanding. They
were making play after play," he
added.
The Wolfpack offense reinforced the efforts of its defense by
coming out at half time and putting together a nine-play, 77-yard
drive that was capped off by a
Rod Brown two-yard touchdown
run.
"In the second half, we came
out and did what we had to do. We
had to take the football and score
on our first possession and we
Sec FALCONS, page six.

APPtMWB*kJwdaa

BG flanker Rainier Martin goes down after catching a pass in
front of North Carolina State defender Damlen Covington during

second quarter action Thursday.

BGSU to try four-year transfer program
by Lawrence Hannan
The BG News

Owens and then had to go
through the system at the University to earn another degree.
The University has signed an
University President Paul Olsagreement with Owens Commu- camp said few universities have
nity College in order to expand taken the initiative to work out a
the educational opportunities for four-year transfer program with
students wanting to transfer community colleges.
from a community college to a
"Since the development of
four-year institution.
community colleges, universities
The agreement that the Uni- have Insisted that in addition to
versity and the University of the two years on the community
Toledo both signed with Owens - college campus, their own resiformerly Owens Technical Col- dence requirements must be
lege - makes it possible for a met," Olscamp said. 'Those resistudent to graduate in four years, dence requirements can often
with the first two being at Owens. keep the student in college for
Previously, students received a more years.
two-year associate degree fror.\
"This University has taken the

initiative to approach individual
community colleges and develop
full-fledged four-year programs
- the first two of which will be
spent on the community college
campus," he added.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president, said the
agreement with Owens offers
new possibilities for the University.
"Of course we hope to attract
students from Owens and convince them to come to the University," Barber said. "This
agreement also permits the University to offer training programs and classes it hadn't been
able to offer in the past, with the

new technology in Olscamp Hall
allowing transmissions for classes between the two colleges.
"I think this deal shows we respect and are responding to the
changing needs of students," he
said.
Owens College President Daniel H. Brown said the college
switched to a community college
so it could offer a wider range of
programs to its students.
"The development of these articulation agreements demonstrates the commitment our institutions have to serving the
ever-increasing educational
needs of Northwest Ohio,"
Brown said.

BGSU/Owens
Agreement

4
4
4

Owens Technical College
becomes Owens Community College.

Students can now transfer
from the two-year college
to the Univeristy and still
finish in about four years.
The switch enables the
University and the
University of Toledo to
expand the educational
opportunities available to
students.

Theater series offers classics Regents consider
Gish to show 50-year-old films at weekly presentations
by Jennifer Gagel
The BC News
Fifty years ago. Franklin
Roosevelt was elected to his
fourth presidential term, World
War II entered a pivotal stage
and the latest fashion rage was
wearing a "skimpy" bathing suit
to save material for the war
effort.
Of course, for many University
students, the year 1944 might
seem like light years away. Fortunately, a new film series, "The
Box Office Hits of 1944," will
give students an opportunity to
experience the kinds of movies
produced 50 yean ago.
The new film aeries will take
place every Wednesday night at
7:30 p.m. In the Gish Film
Theater in Hanna Hall. The films
are free to students and the public.
"The series will help give people an idea of who was who and
examples of the kinds of movies

that were popular in 1944," said
Ralph Wolf, Gish professor of
film studies curator. "For people
who lived then it should be a nostalgic trip - for others, it could
give them a feel for the era."
The first film, "Going My
Way," will be shown on Sept. 7.
The movie won several Academy
Awards including Best Picture,
Best Director, Best Actor (Bing
Crosby), Best Supporting Actor
(Barry Fitzgerald), and Best Title Song ("Swinging On a Star").
Other films In the series include "Gaslight," a classic thriller about a man trying to drive
his wife insane; "Laura" and
"Mrs. Parkington," starring
Gene Tierney and Dana Andrews, the "Hepburn/Tracy"
pair of the 1940s.
In October, the series continues with "Meet Me In St. Louis,"
a musical starring Judy Garland;
"National Velvet," the debut or
Elizabeth Taylor, "Mr. Skefflngton," with Bette Davis; and "Hail

I N S I D E > EDITORIAL
City editor and columnist
Joe Pelffer tells of the Importance of having fun and
being young as he recounts
a story of a hitchhiker.
--Page 2.

the Conquering Hero," a timely
film about a man rejected by the
Marine Corps who is mistaken
for a war hero in his hometown.
"To Have and Have Not,"
Lauren Bacall's film debut, is the
first of the November movies.
Others include "Cover Girl,"
with Rita Hayworth and Gene
Kelly, and "White Cliffs of
Dover," a romance set in World
War I.
The final film in December is
"Since You Went Away," a film
about the tragic impacts of World
War II.
In addition to the Box Office
Hits of 1944, the Gish Theater
has other film series set on eacl.
night of the week.
On Monday nights the International Film Series is shown at 8
p.m.
Anyone needing further information about the Gish Theater
can call the Gish Theater at
372-GISH.

STATE
A Judge ruled that the Ku
Klux Klan displaying a
cross on a downtown public
square would not be considered "fighting words."
•-Page 3.

child care proposal

The Ohio Board of Regents is considering a University Board of
Trustees proposal to construct a child care facility on campus.
Last year, a committee made up of representatives of the various constituent groups on campus - including student representatives - decided there was need for a child care facility.
The proposal then made Its way to the administrators and
President Paul Olscamp before being approved by the trustees
and sent to the OBOR.
The OBOR recently notified the University administration
that it would provide some funding for the facility, providing the
University followed the guidelines to match the same amount,
said Robert Waddle, University director of capital planning.
The request for the funds has been a problem before, regarding the proposal for a day care center, Waddle said.
"The Faculty Senate had done a study a few years ago, and the
Administrative Staff Council, as well as the Classified Staff
Council, had emphasized the idea," Waddle said. "When the
funds have been available, the administration has asked for the
proposal."
The guidelines submitted by the OBOR emphasized that first
and foremost, the day care facility at the University would be
for the students and then for the faculty and staff, he said.
Benjamin Muego, former Faculty Senate chairman, said a day
care facility is essential for the University. "The facility is
needed very much by constituent groups who have supported
it," Muego said "It is time for something tangible to shape up or
take place."

SPORTS
The Falcon soccer and
volleyball teams head Into
tournaments this weekend
as they open their 1994
seasons.
• PageS.

WEATHER
Mostly sunny. High in the
upper 60s with light north
winds. Clear with a low
near 45 tonight. Tomorrow
will be sunny with a high In
the upper 60s.

:
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E.AR. to the
Ground
X n light of several complaints about the media services in
the esteemed Paul J. Olscamp Hall, we at Ear to the Ground
are doubting the value of the so-called technological leap
University officials claim the school has made. Isn't it
better to be able to hear movie presented in a 70s style
classroom than to sit in silence, trying to read lips and
looking at the cool new paint-job?
ir Earlier this week, a University student was struck by a
car as she rode her bike across Thurstin Avenue at the
crosswalk by the Administration Building. This accident,
though recent, was not the first and very likely will not be
the last if drivers continue to speed through that pedestrian
crossing area without any regard for walkers, bicyclists, inline skaters and others.
That crosswalk and sign is there for a reason — for the
safety of everyone. Does it really take that much time out of
the day to stop for 30 seconds at the most to let someone
else get to where they are going?
Think about it. After all, crossing the street, especially at
the designated spot, should not have to be something
students have to be scared about.
■*• With classes in full swing, and the syllabi handed out we
at E.A.R. central have started to notice a trend — an
expensive trend at that.
It seems our professors, in an effort to provide the most
up to date materials, are putting textbooks on the syllabus
that need to be purchased. Upon closer inspection we have
found that only one or two chapters from each of the texts
will be used during the semester. To us this seems like
buying cupcakes when you just want the frosting.
With all the expenses facing college students at this time
of year, professors should hit the
copy machines and
just give us the frosting we need. After all.how can we learn
if we can't eat?
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Hitchhiker teaches lessons

Do you ever feel like the guy who
sits down on the toilet seat of life
only to later discover that he's out of
toilet paper? Like you're stuck
waiting for someone to come along
to save you. This is kind of how I
was feeling one Tine morning before
migrating north back up towards the
hill-less city.
Feeling like I had no good
options, I decided to engage in a
little craziness.
I told myself I'm gonna make a
collect call and just dial zero,
goddammit. I'm gonna call 9-1 -1.
just to say hi. And I'm gonna order
that cool hair stuff in a can and
spray it on my chest. Yessir. ladies
and gentlemen, some would say I've
gotten plain loopy.
Everyone has to do this once in a
while. If for no other reason than to
prove to themselves they actually
exist and aren't just a character on
MTV's "The Real World." Not that I
don't think Puck is a great guy, but
you know what I mean.
So one hazy mid-August day this
summer, westbound on Route 30
toward the hill-less city, an elderly
man appeared on the side of the
road holding a bag in one hand and
a thumb in the other. Wearing a
plain, red mesh ball cap, green oldguy button down shirt, brown
polyester old guy slacks and a sweat
skin covering. In short, he looked
about like any other 76 year-old guy
who hitchhikes his way across the
U.S.
Yessir, this was opportunity
hitting me right in the face. Time to
take a chance without much risk.
After all, if this hitchhiking senior

citizen beat me up and took all my
stuffthen it's pretty much my fault
for not starting a workout program
on schedule.
So I pulled my cheny red Ford
Escort to the side of the road and
picked up the elderly hitchhiker with
all the skill and grace of a well
defensed Kennedy-Smith. Except
that Kennedys don't like to let
strangers lake rides in their cars
anymore. But. no matter.
"Where ya going1?" I asked.
"Just over to Upper," he replied,
referring to Upper Sandusky and
sounding like a line from'Airplane."
After my passenger seat was
sufficiently cleaned off and my car
door unlocked, he climbed in. He
had a strong scent of old man to him.
You all know the smell. Kind of a
mixture between Old Spice and
sweat.
Come to think of it, what is the
difference between Old Spice and
sweat?
For an instant I felt that morningafter awkwardness of two people
seemingly thrust into a situation
where they have absolutely no idea

what to say to each other.
"Where from?" I asked.
"I'm from Carlton, W.Va. Lived
there all my life. Been on the road
for the past two weeks." he said,
while his two teeth see-sawed
perilously close to each other. The
man's two teeth were the color of
coffee. With cream.
"Name's George Wilson. I'm 76
years old, and the last five years
haven't been so lucky for me." he
said.
"Me neither. George, why just
yesterday I found out Dan Quayle is
going to make a presidential bid in
'96," I said, trying in vain to make
conversation.
"Back in '89 die steel plant I've
been working at for 40 years closed

out to be. But he has a point. People
who work their whole lives
shouldn't have to hitchhike their
way to Indiana.
"I'm going to Indiana. I've got a
cousin over there. Try and get back
on my feet, get a job. But no one
wants to hire a 76-year-old man,"
George said.
"Try Wal-mart. they always seem
to be hiring for those greeting guys."
I suggested.
"It's good to be young," he said.
And he's right. It's great to be
young. Take advantage of the time
you have now. Look around, never
again will you have this kind of an
opportunity to shape your life.Take
the time now to find out what's
really important in life and live for

Take advantage of the time you have now. Look
around, never again will you have this kind of opportunity to shape your life.

down. Then in '90 my wife got
cancer and held on in the hospital
until she drained all of my money.
Tried to get a job driving taxi, but I
couldn't make any money at it.
Social security only pays $300 a
month, and last month I had a
diabetic attack and had to go in the
hospital. Then they took the
apartment and left me on the street.
And right before I left I found out
they were building a mall where the
steel mill used to be," George said.
Fun guy this George was turning

the now.
So the next time the Bursar's
office loses your loan check or
cafeteria food gives you Salmonella
poisoning; smile, because you're in
college, you've got you're whole
life ahead of you and you have all
your teeth.

Joe Peiffer is a weekly columnist
for The News. If you have any
questions you can reach him at
jpeiffe @ andy.bgsu.edu
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"It mattered when it first
happened because I had
tickets to a Reds game that
never got played. Now I don't
care."

"I like the Mets. but everyone
has already packed up and
quit for the year."

Laurie Bohland
Junior
Secondary math education

Doug Leist
Freshman
Undecided

"I'm not a baseball fanatic,
but I do miss the peanuts and
Crackerjacks."

Colleen Alig
Senior
Telecommunications

"No. I don't think it matters
now. People have already
moved on."

Eddie Bridges
Senior
Special Education
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THEY
SAID IT
"I'm a little bruised. I believe I can go
on with what I planned to do."

ITHREE

-Rosa Parks, civil rights pioneer

ACROSS
THE NATION

m

t

One last splash
Cheerios, the company's topCereal just got crun- selling
cereal, will be crisper,
cher
with a more pronounced toasted

Top Albums

MINNEAPOLIS - General
Mills Inc. is adding more crunch
to morning.
The cereal maker has changed
the way it toasts its popular
Cheerios and Wheatie3 to make
them taste better and stay crunchy longer in milk.
The company says the changes
are subtle and "might not be
something that people will recognize right away," spokeswoman Kathryn Newton said
Wednesday. The reformulated
cereals should be in stores in October.

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
albums as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission.

AP PhatofCmk Tkomu-Mukcll
Atlantic buttlcoose dolphins perform at Ocean World Marine Life Park In Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
Wednesday, the last day before the park closed Its doors. Outside the park, protestors who want the
dolphins released Into the wild held up signs reading "Honk for Freedom."

ACROSS
THE STATE

Top Singles
Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.
1. I'll Make Love To
You, Boys n Men
(Motown)
2. Stay (I Missed You),
Lisa Loeb & Nine
Stories (RCA)
3. Wild Night, John
Mellencamp & Me'Shell
Ndegeocello (Mercury)
4. When Can I See You,
Baby face (Epic)
5. Stroke You Up,
Changing Faces (Spoiled
Rotten-Big Beat)
6. Fantastic Voyage,
Coolio (Tommy Boy)
(Platinum)
7. Can You Feel the
Love Tonight, Elton
John (Hollywood)
8.1 Swear, All-4-One
(Blitzz) (Platinum)
9. This D.J., Warren G.
(Violator)
10. Don't Turn Around,
Ace of Base (Arista)

Have a great
Labor Day
Weekend!

1992 was repeatedly
Judge rules in favor of December
damaged or knocked over.
The KJan put up a cross during
KKK cross
CINCINNATI - A Judge ruled
Wednesday that the display of a
cross by the Ku Klux KJan on a
downtown public square would
not communicate "fighting
words."
U.S. District Judge Carl Rubin
overturned an ordinance that allowed city officials to deny a
permit for any proposed Fountain
Square display that would communicate an obscenity, defamation or "fighting words."
The ordinance said fighting
words would include any symbol,
object, graffiti or oral statement
which injures a person or group
of people or Is likely to cause violence by a listener or observer.
The ordinance was approved in
October 1993. A cross erected by
the KJan on Fountain Square in

the 1993 holiday season after Rubin issued a preliminary injunction against the ordinance.
Scott Greenwood, an attorney
for the American Civil Liberties
Union, said the ordinance violated the First Amendment by allowing city officials to determine
whether a group's message is a
basis for denying the applicant a
display permit.
"The people of Cincinnati are
able to make up their own minds
about what a Klan cross means,"
Greenwood said Friday.
Calls to Mayor Roxanne Quails
and Councilman Todd Fortune,
chairman of the committee that
drafted the ordinance, were not
immediately returned Wednesday.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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Amy Aseltyne
Anne "Berger
Connie Jehn
Kan JorsytAe
* S.isan Jrancis
'Danielle furlong
QailQudefuu
'Betsy Jhuptman
"Kflthy Matfuney

|

Amber McCuistcm
%atie Molnar
$ VamfMorst
'Bethany "Rjiggiero
* Jennifer Sneldon
f leather Sniayda
Amy Swopt
"Emily "Vano
Jenean "Wisner

*•Denotes 4.0

1. "The Lion King"
Soundtrack, (Disney)
Platinum
2. "Forrest Gump"
Soundtrack, (Epic)
Platinum.
3. Purple, Stone Temple
Pilots (Atlantic)
Platinum
4. Dookle, Green Day
(Reprise) Platinum.
5. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista) Platinum.
6. August & Everything
After, Counting Crows
(Geffen) Platinum.
7. Regulate...G Funk
Era, Warren G
(Violator-RAL)
Platinum
8. Candlebox, Candlebox
(Maverick-Sire)
Platinum
9. Smash, Offspring
(Epitaph) Platinum
10. Superunknown,
Soundgarden (A&M)

EXTRA!
!

14 years ago

oat flavor, Newton said. It also
will have about 10 percent less
sodium than before.
The new Wheat ies also will be
crisper and the taste will be milder.
No changes are planned for
Honey Nut, Apple Cinnamon and
Multi-Grain Cheerios.
General Mills makes changes
in about one-third of its nearly
two dozen cereals each year to
improve flavor and texture, Newton said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

In The News
For the first time, students were being
asked their consent before the University
Registrar's Office notified draft boards of
the student's academic status.
Before that time, the University
"assumed students wanted their draft
boards advised of their standing,"said
Registrar Glenn I. Van Wormer.
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is proud to announce.....
DEW'S LIST...

SATURDAY NIGHT ALIVE!

<

SPRING 1994.

Beth Burdett
Beth Carter
»Amy Gross
Wendi Holland
'Jenn Howard
Jacki Jones
Sandy Kraft
Jodie Lewis
Danielle Merriman

First United Methodist Church
1506E.WoosterSt.
Welcomes YOU
and invites you to a casual faith
and fellowship event,
SATURDAY NICHT ALIVE!
From 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Saturday Sept. 3rd
Topic: WHAT MAKES LIFE
SUCCESSFUL?
In the church social rooms
Dinner will be served ($2.50)

* denotes 4.0

No reservations required
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Say It Your Way!
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353-7272
Hours: Monday-Wednesday
Thursday-Saturday
Sunday
I

11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Noon - Midnight

1
Two Pizzas
. N'fty Nine Fifty
ONE 14" LARGE | One 14" Large Build Your ■
One 16 Extra
ONE TOPPING , Own & One 14" Large | Large Two Toppings
Two Toppings

$6»5 ;$13M; $950

GENS HALLMARK/PAGE BY PAGE
840 S. MAIN
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
354-2402
ei 9M HALLMARK CAHDS. INC.

Lori Middlebrough
Heather Palmer
BethPatke
Karen Podner
'Tracy Somoles
Tami Thomas
Terri Sue Victor
'Mamie Welsh
'Jenny Woodrey
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Cleveland
acquires
Twins' vet
Winfield
byThe Associated Press

THE EDGE
North Carolina Slate 2(f, Howling Green 15

±
±
±
±
±

NC State kead coach Nike O'Cain on BG's defensive llnei
"/ don't know what people thought of Bowling Green coming in. But.
you're not able to line up and knock those big kids off the line time after
time. They are just too strong.

O'Cain on the Falcoui
"Bowling Green is a very good football team. They are well couched
and they don't selfdestruct. They would compete eery well in the ACC."

Quarterback Ryan Henry on O'Cain's comment that BG
could compete in the ACCt

CLEVELAND - In the first
trade since the baseball strike
began Aug. 12, Dave Winfield
was acquired by the Cleveland
Indians on Wednesday night for a
player to be determined later.
The deal was announced just
half an hour prior to the midnight
deadline for postseason rosters.
Although teams may be able to
bring up players from their minor-league systems If there is a
postseason, the deadline remained as far as acquiring
players from other organizations.
"The main reason we traded
for Winfield was his hitting
against left-handed pitchers,"
Indians spokesman John Maroon
said.
Winfield was hitting .343 with
five homers and 16 RBIs against
left-handed pitchers this year.
"Should the season resume,
Dave would be an invaluable asset to this club during the pennant drive and certainly during
the postseason," Indians general
manager John Hart said. "He is a
leader and a winner and, in addition, he provides us with another
right-handed power batter."

"For [O'Cain] to say that we could compete in the ACC is a really big
compliment. I really don't know, but I think that we have a good enough
team where we could compete in this league."

Inside linebacker Vlnce I'alko on the play of BG's young
defensive linet
"/ really think they played outstanding tonight. Jason ifbullard and
Greg Cepak were just flying all over the place making big hits. To see
that kind of performance really gels me excited to think about the rest of
the season."

Palko on his Interceptioni
"It was an isolation pass where the fullback is supposed to fake a block
on me and then go out for a pass. I just read the quarterback's eye's und
jumped at the right time."

O'Cain on the Falcons special teams effort:
"We were very aware of their special teams prowess. In fact, we put as
much emphasis on that part of our game during the past week ns we
ever have. I don't know if the blocked kick was a mistake on our part or
if they just oi>erpowered us."
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Gloves help your grip. Lealhers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against dying objects.
Which is vital if you ever
become the flying object.
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Although NC St. quarterback Terry Harvey was intercepted twice, he gets the
nod because of his ability to keep Henry and company off the field.

Kuiiniiiu Backs:
BG mananged only 24 yards on 22 carries while the Wolfpack gained 195 on
50 carries.

Wide Receivers and Tight Ends:
Ronnie Redd extended his consecutive game catch streak to 35 with three
grabs. Wolfpack Ail-American candidate Eddie Goines proved to be a bit
too much for the Falcons as he collected six passes good for 109 yards.

Offensive Line:
When they weren't shooting themselves in the foot with penalties, the BG big
men didn't give Henry enough time to make the big plays. NC State's offensive line opened huge holes in the second half for Brian Fitzgerald and
Carlos King.

Defensive Line:
young BG defensive line played well, but couldn't seem to come up with
the big stop on the Wolfpack's last drive. Meanwhile, NC State's front four
dominated the game with continuous pressure on Henry.

Linebackers:
NC State's linebacking crew put forth a solid effort, but weren't called upon
to make many stops because of the dominating defensive line. Vince Palko
was the man for BG. He was all cWer the field registering 10 tackles and also
set up a BG field goal with an interception.

Defensive Backs:
While Goines broke the 100 yard mark in receiving yards, BG's secondary
didn't allow him to score. Steve Rodriguez was especially tough in recording
11 tackles and snatching an interception.

Special Teams:
Place kicker Brian Leaver connected on all three of his field goal attempts
including a career best 45 yarder. Steve Ayres also blocked a punt that
Chioke Bradley returned for BG's only touchdown.

Coaching:
While Wolfpack coach Mike O'Cain devised a strong game plan, the edge
still goes to Blackney. Despite his teams' inability to move the football,
Blackney still had his team in position to win.
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Sales Person of the Week!
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Call 353-BWWW
bw-3 B.G.
176 E. Wooster
Bowling Grecn,Ohio
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BOWL-N-GREENERY
Friday Special $ 4.24
" Seafood St.1a.sh"
A varirty of seafood and our
"own" Clam Chowder.
incl: clams, scallops, shrimp and Pollock
also complete salad bar, baked potato
and unlimited beverage.
Open 11:30-1:30
• all student meal plan cards accepted

100% OCCUPIED!!
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Our 390 rentals are FULL! Plaese Keep calling
because we get new listings in on a daily basis.
Having problems renting your rentals? We are
accepting new clientsl Successful because we
do more. Family owned and operated business.
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REALTY RENTAL, INC.
Mary Newlove Noll
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872-0055
1-800-352-5161

328 South Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
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Chang and Sampras BG soccer opens Falcons set to start
roll on in U.S.Open with tournament season in Illinois
by Bob Greene

The Associated Press
NEW YORK - They play
different styles, Michael Chans
using speed, Pete Sampras using
power. Both work.
Chang moved into the third
round and Sampras into the second in the U.S. Open on Wednesday. Sampras had what for him
was the perfect opponent, but
Chang faced a familiar and dangerous combatant.
"We're not players who can
really serve you off the court or
blow you off the court," Chang
said of opponent MaliVal Washington. "It's more or less a chess
match. I tried not to take it into
the fifth set because I knew he
was not going to get tired."
Chang, seeded sixth, beat
Washington 4-0, 6-2, 6-3, 7-6 (7-3)
to get into the third round. Earlier in the day, Sampras, topseeded and the defending champion, overpowered South-African
qualifier Kevin Ullyett 6-2, 6-2,
6-2 in a first-round match
Defending women's champion
Steffi Graf and fourth-seedec:
Mary Pierce, considered one of
her strongest challengers, highlight today's matches. Also seeking berths in the third round
were sixth-seeded Linday Davenport and No. 10 Zina Garrison
Jackson.
In other first-round action involving seeded players Wednesday, No. 8 Andrei Medvedev of
Ukraine defeated Austrian Gilbert Schaller 6-3, 6-4,6-2; No. 14
Yevgeny Kafelnikov of Russia
stopped Jacco Eltingh of the
Netherlands 7-6 (7-4), 7-5, 6-3,
and South African Marcos Ondruska eliminated No. 10 Alberto
Berasategui of Spain 6-1, 2-6,6-3,
6-3.
Two seeded women's players
were eliminated. Leila Meskhi of
Georgia ousted No. 14 Anke
Huber of Germany 6-2, 6-2 and
Natalia Medvedeva, Mcdvedev's
sister, beat No. 16 Amy Frazier
6-2,6-7 (3-7), 6-4.
In other matches involving
seeded women, No. 2 Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario, the French
Open champion, downed Natalia
Tauziat of France 6-2, 7-6 (7-5);
No. 3 Conchita Martinez, the
Wimbledon winner, stopped Nicole Arendt 6-3,6-3; No. 5 Kimiko
Date downed Yone Kamio frO, 6-2
in a match of Japanese players;
No. 8 Gabricla Sabatinl, the 1990
U.S. Open champion, stopped
Meredith McGrath 6-4, 6-7 (5-7),
6-1, and No. 9 Mary Joe Fernandez outlasted Patty Fendick 6-1
2-6,7-6(7-4).
Unlike the game of power tennis, in which returns of serve are
considered rallies, Chang and
Washington provided a match
made for the 20,529 fans who
jammed into the National Tennis
Center's Louis Armstrong Stadium.
. Chang and Washington can hit
with power, but it is just a part of
their shot-making repertoire.
They change speeds and use the
entire court, whether engaged in
a baseline rally or going to the
net.
■ But the key to their games is
Speed. Almost nothing gets past
them, and they seem to run down
what appears to be sure winners.
' Washington was considered a
possible roadblock in Chang's

path to the semifinals. Gone
already from the bottom half of
the draw are second-seeded
Goran Ivanisevic and No. 7 Boris
Becker.
After losing the first set and
down a service break in the second at 0-2, Chang cut down on his
errors and watched Washington
make plenty of his own to win six
straight games.
Washington seemed beaten
when he was broken to 5-3 in the
third set. But the former Michigan Ail-American bore down to
push the fourth set to a tiebreaker.
Chang survived the 3-hour
match with a few big serves and
Washington's errors.
In one of the shortest men's
matches so far - 85 minutes -

Sampras, playing his first
match since being sidelined with
tendinitis in his left ankle, easily
brushed aside Ullyett.
Sampras, seeking his third U.S.
Open crown and his third Grand
Slam title of 1994, served as hard
as ever - up to 125 mph And he
was magnificient, yielding only
one point on serve in the first set.
But he didn't attack the net as
he has done in the past, and didn't
chase every ball. He didn't have
to.
Sanchez Vicario was pressured, but she said she doesn't
mind being forced to step up her
game this early in the tournament.

by Scott Brown
The BC News

A stiff test awaits the Bowling
Green soccer team this weekend
as it opens regular season play at
the Akron Children's Hospital
Classic against Coastal Carolina
and nationally-ranked Loyola of
Maryland.
Head coach Gary Palmisano is
eager to get the season underway, testing his team's mettle
against a Loyola team that is expected to be at the top of the East
Region and in the Top 25 nationwide. The Falcons open with
Loyola on Saturday at 5 p.m. and
follow with Coastal Carolina on
Monday at noon in Akron.
"As far as rankings go, Loyola
was in the tournament last year,"
Palmisano said. "They'll be in the
Top 25 in the preseason poll.
They return virtually their entire
team.
"It will be a great test for us, a
chance for us to see where we
are in terms of our preparation."
Other than that, Palmisano
knows little about his opponents
in the tournament. He'll have a
chance to scout Coastal Carolina,
as they play directly after the
Falcons Saturday afternoon.
Host Akron Is the fourth team
in the tournament. One of Bowling Green's Mid-American Conference rivals, the Falcons don't
play the Zips over the weekend.
The tournament is set up in a
type of round-robin format, with

each of the four teams playing
two of the others.
It is Bowling Green's first appearance in the Akron Classic in
eight years.
The Falcons split their final
two pre season scrimmages,
against Oakland and Kenyon.
Bowling Green has only given up
one goal on defense in the pair of
games, pleasing Palmisano.
"After the first two scrimmages, I'm pretty happy with the
discipline on the defensive side
of the ball," Palmisano said. "We
stress that a great deal in the
preseason. When we get ourselves in trouble is when we
create the opportunities for the
opponent"
Kenyon was defeated 1-0, while
Oakland dropped the Falcons
1-0. But while the defense has
shone, the offense has sputtered.
"We've spent this week working on set pieces, starting to develop our shape from an
offensive standpoint," Palmisano
said.
Since last season, the Falcons
have completely restructured
their midfield lineup. Palmisano
has been impressed so far with
the work the midfield has done.
Brian Glibkowski, Joe Burch and
Steve Klein, a trio of sophomores, will steady the Bowling
Green attack around the center
line.
"Those three I really like,"
Palmisano said.

by John Gibney
The BG News
The marathon practice sessions for the women's volleyball team takes a back seat to
the start of the regular season
this weekend as they prepare
for their first tournament in
Dekalb. 111.
The Falcons' quest
for a fourth
consecutive
postseason
appearance
begins when
they face
Wisconsin in
the Northern Illinois
Van DeWaile
Invitational Saturday. The
team plays the host Northern
Illinois Saturday evening, followed by a Sunday afternoon
match against George Mason.
"All three are very good
opening opponents," said Denise Van De Waile, the head
coach beginning her 12th year
at the University. "I feel we
have a very tough, demanding
pre-conference schedule."
After a Tuesday night match
in Dayton, the team travels
west for a weekend tournament in Lincoln, Neb., where
they'll encounter top-10
powerhouse Nebraska.
The coach has butterflies in

w

Suzanne Livingston
Missy Blalr
Michelle Wahl

BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS
LABOR DAY WEEKEND

Shannan Ktosterman
Tiffany Hall
Heather Smayda

Denise Van De Walle
volleyball head coach
win.
In preparation for the
season. Van De Walle strove to
create a competitive atmosphere in practices. Battles for
starting positions as well as
six-on-six scrimmages have
added fire to the workouts.
Executing the fundamentals, such as passing and
blocking, consumed a large
portion of time throughout the
sessions. Van De Walle added.
While Falcon players hope
for a sweep this weekend, the
tournament provides other
opportunities for the coaching
staff.

MCDONALD, KREISCHER
«c FOUNDERS
DINING CENTERS
BREAKFAST

10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M.

LUNCH

11:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.

DINNER

4:30 P.M. - 6:30 P.M.

FOUNDERS

lO:0OA.M. - 7:00 P.M.

is holding an
informational/ organizational
meeting
Tuesday, September 6
8 p.m.
Commons, 2nd floor, West Hall
Many staff positions are
available for writers, editors
and photographers to cover
Greek Life at B.G.S.U.

FOUNDERS LUNCH TIL 4:30
Melt Coding

"All three are very
good opening
opponents. I feel we
have a very tough,
demanding
pre-conference
schedule."

The Gavel

"It's always better to have
tough matches in the beginning
because you're going to have
more tough matches," she said.

1 c «>■%l.ltA I I I.A 1 IONS *
TO
ALPHA XI DELTA'S
NEW INITIATES

her stomach, but she believes
the team is ready for action.
"They want to be tested,"
Van De Walle said. "With their
competitive nature, they'll
take the court and expect to

KEEPERS SNACK BAR. GALLEY & CHILYS EXPRESS
CLOSED ON SUNDAY NIGHT. BUT OPEN ON
MONDAY NIGHT. DOWNUNDER OPEN SATURDAY
NOON - 5PM, SUNDAY NOON - MIDNIGHT AND
MONDAY 6 PM - MIDNIGHT. GT EXPRESS OPEN
SATURDAY. SUNDAY AND MONDAY
NOON - MIDNIGHT.

SEPT. 3 - SEPT. S

Call Andrea at 352-9625 for more information

■■

■■■■■■
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BLUE RIBBON PHOTO
If You're In a Photo Class We Want Your Business!
We offer students 15% discounts on most products and services.
(See store for details)
WE ARE
Bowling Green's Only Full line Photo Store Featuring:
• 1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras • Film • Lenses
• Batteries •

sets of.

SOUTHERN
EXPOSURE
formerly
KENTUCKY STRAIT

4x6 Big Shot Color Print.*
24
36
5.99
EXP. 8"
EXP. 11-»»

SAVE
SAVE

II See us tor available processing lime. Goodon35mmC-41 process
I 4.6 color prims only. COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. TIM
I coupon nolvslldweh any ottvsrotlsr. I roll psr coupon. 416 nol
_ available In 1 hour. BG lloro only. Same Day Ssrvica.
BGN Sip-re* ft-7-0

SAVE

Color Wallet Special
12 pictures lor $3.99
WE'LL MAKE BEAUTIFUL
WALLET SIZE PRINTS
FROM YOUR NEGATIVES
COLOR C-41 PROCESS

Nsgalivas only. THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
ORDER. The. coupon no! val«J wrth any other one*
BGN up »7-04

$3, $2. $1 off
Film Developing

I
I

1

.
|
■
■

I

Extra Set Of Prints For SI
For 3x5 Prints

I Gel the second sol ol onnu tor St when the first salt ll
Goodon 110. 126.3Smmanddsclilm(c-4l Process),
developed and printedat Blue Rbbon Photo Store
Gel S3 on on 36 eio. S2 oil on 24 esp.. or Si oHon 12.15 , Goodon 110. 126.35 mm and asctilmte-41
0. p THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER This | Process.) THIS COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
coupon notvalrdemh any other oiler. One roll per coupon
OP-DCR This coupon not val«J w.lh any other oner
Vend on AU in Lao i Mr. Processing.
I One roll per coupon
' Valid On AH In Let Hr. Processing
BGN sipires 8-7-93
BGNeipMseft-7-g4|

Open Mon. - Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-5, Sun. 12-5

We gladly accept checks and credit cards
your Assurance of Quality

BLCIE RIBBON PHOTO
157 N. Main St., B.G. (Across from Uptown)
Ph. 353-4244
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Moffie looks to buy pirates
by Ths Associated Prest

CLEVELAND Jeffrey
J. Moffie, the owner of a suburban Cleveland Investment
and financing company, said
Thursday he Is leading a group
of Investors seeking to buy the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Annond O. Amson, a Cleveland lawyer and former general counsel and part-owner of
the Cleveland Indians, is representing the Moffie group.
Amson, who is not one of the
potential Moffie investors, said
he is attempting to set up a
meeting with Pittsburgh
Mayor Tom Murphy's task
force, which will narrow the

field to five or six possible
buyers by mid-September.
Moffie, who would not discuss specifics of a possible
offer, said he hopes to meet
with the task force by Friday
of next week.
Mark Pollock, special counsel to Murphy regarding sale of
the Pirates, would not comment about the Moffie group.
"The policy we're taking
should anyone announce that
they are dealing with us on the
transaction is that we will
neither confirm nor deny they
have negotiated with us," Pollock said Thursday. "We dont
want to get involved in public
discussions in any early stage
of negotiations."

The Pirates' present ownership, which says it has lost $60
million since 1985, put the
National League franchise up
for sale Aug. 3.
Rather than handling the sale
directly, the Pirates' publicprivate ownership consortium
placed the burden of selling the
team solely upon the city,
which negotiated the right to
sell as a means of protecting a
$20 million loan made to the
consortium in 1985.
Amson described Moffie as
"a young, successful businessman who has made an
enormous amount of money
and who now has the wherewithal to own that franchise in
connection with others."

DONATION

FALCONS

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

15,204 alumni contributed to
their colleges, departments or
special programs including athletics and marching band.
In addition, the annual telefund
raised more than $658,000 In
pledges from alumni and others.
Frisch said students may not
realize all the areas in which this
money is used.
"A lot of this money goes to
scholarships, to support academic programs and to support
the library," Frisch said.

did that. Then we held defensively and took the next possession down for a field goal to take
control of the game," said Wolfpack head coach Mike O'Cain.
While State'* offense was
clicking, BG's sputtered
throughout the second half.
Henry and the offense only
touched the ball a total of 11
times in the final half. The Wolfpack horded the ball for 24 of the
final 30 minutes of play.
Another Vitetich field goal
gave NC a 20-9 edge at the end of
the third quarter.
The sole BG touchdown came
in the final minutes of the fourth
quarter. Steve Ayres blocked a
Wolf pack punt and Chioke Bradley picked up the pigskin and
scampered 43 yards into the end
zone. The two-point conversioj

The University also received
Its largest bequest ever, during
the 1993-94 fiscal year. The estate <>( James Good, a 1951 graduate, was given to the University
and will be used to fund the College of Business Administration's first endowed chair.

failed, and BG never had the ball
again.
"I think our special teams answered the critics. All aspects of
our special teams excelled,"
Blackney said. "As for the rest of
the game, we wanted to play mistake-free, and we made too many
mistakes with penalties."
BG was penalized six times for
58 yards, while the Wolf pack
only lost 18 yards on two infractions.
State flanker Eddie Goines also
slashed up the BG squad.
On the Falcon side of the ball,
Ronnie Redd grabbed three
passes from Henry for 84 yards.
Included in his trio was a spectacular 53-yard catch over NC defender Ricky Bell.
Henry finished up with 13
completions on 24 attempts for
184 yards.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

•FRIENDS OF THE DEAF*

HORSEBACK
RIDINO'TRAIL
RIDES/RIDING LESSONS' RESERVATIONS NECESSARY. SLIPPERY ELM ROING RANCH, 13596 W. KRAMER RO„
BOWLING GREEN. OH 419-353-5403.

First meeting WeO Sept 7 at Bom 303 EDO
Everyone weicomel ElecOonal For more Wo.
cat Becki: 352-7127. (Mandatory kx former
officers).
AI-U-CAN-EAT: Pizza, soup and salad S390
M-F 11-4 ai Campus Polirayaa 440 E. CourtBvttissmokssBcKI
Inlaraatad In
Organizational Development
and Training?
Coma find out about Ha ORGANIZATION
DEVELOPMENT STUDENT NETWORK
(ODSN).
First Meeing:
Wadnasday. Sept. 7»i
7pm. Room 4000 Business Building
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

Miscaiiany Magazine aaaks wriiera, copy Mi
tors, photographera and arts.. Informational
masting at 7pm, Tuesday. SapL 6. AH majors
welcome. Any questions, pease call Steve at
353-0194 (Iv. message) or e-mail eoannkaQbgsuvax. The meeting wdl be in t>e
Commons in West HaH.
SKY DIVE BO invitee all BGSU students to OUT
opsn house Thursday. Sapt. 6. from
730-11:00pm at ma Ohio Soils. 3rd floor Sudani Unegn. Attend and register tor a traa flrsljump course lo be raffled oft that evening. For
more info, call 352-5200.

Howling Wolf D.J. Service
Espenenced. Quality CD sound. Wide variety
-For A Howl of A Good Time"
Call Kevin at874-7841
Pregnant? We can help.
Free A confidenoal pregnancy laata,
support aid mformaton
BG Pregnancy Center.
Call 354-HOPE.
SKYDfVE BG. WELCOMES BACK THE
ADVENTURESOME AND THRILL SEEKERS
We offer a first fump/skydivs course. Call for
eiudsnt discounts. Visa ft MC accepted. 10
minutes from B.G.S.U campus. 352-5200
Typng Service - Sam • 0pm
7 days a week. Call 352-43S3

PERSONALS
Adam Rich's nsw tape Virgin Freak ia now
available at Mad Hatlar and Findsrs. S songs of
pure guitar adrenalin. I'm also looking tor a
bend. Contact me at 372-6376 or come to
53SC Founders Quad.

UAOIUAOIUAOt
Direclor-sl-Lerge position opart.
Be pan of tie largest student programming
board on campus Applications tor a new bason position available now in Rm. 330 Union.
Due back by Noon Sept. 81 h.
CaU 2-2343 tor de:a»s I
UAOIUAOIUAOI

Friends of B< I W. starting a group. To get
together, call 372-2130 lot more intormation

UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Hey UAA'ers - Welcome Backl Our first mealing ia Sept. 6th at 9pm in the Tatt Room on tie
Third Floor ol the Union. Newcomers are always welcome lo join the fun! Come and meet
new friends and aee how much excitement
goes on in UAAI Any questions osH ttie UAA office 372-6S49.

Positions are now available on the 1984 Fall
Prairie Margins Stall
Prairie Margins is the Undergraduate Fine Ara
Magazine ol BGSU.
Anyone interested in editing, sales, marketing,
advertising, magazine production, graphic design, poetry, an or fiction contact Aims* at
353-0218.

MIXOLOGY
S cnups coming soon...
Watch BG News for details"

MfJ Ep Alpha Gam Sig Ep
Congrats on winning flag footbal. You guys
played great, and it was only pre-sea son I
Good LuckDab, Andrea, Jonikka, NMu, and Katma
Alpha Gam Sig E p Alpha Gam

$11/hr. to start Do you have high standardized test scores? Do you have e personality? Can you communicate effectively? The
Princeton Review seeks instructors tor our
courses on campus. Call 1-800-347-7737 Mr.
Wizard lor more information.

Sudents who ara Interested in gating credit for
EDFI302 (Educational Psychology) through a
unique experience In learning to work with children and adolescents from diverse cultural
backgrounds. Dr. Katny F arbor will be leaching
EDFI 302 in conjunction with EDFI 417 (Urban
ED) Spring 95. Specially selected field eipsriences working with exemplary educators in urban sellings win be integrated with Ed. Psych
material. Class sizs will be limited so that students will be able to explore topics and issues
of interest both individuolfy and cooperatively.
Contact Dr. Farbar at 372-7336 for details regarding course registration.

S363.60. Sell 72 lunny college T-shirts - proll
•063 60. Risk-free Choose trom 19 designs.
Free catalog 1.800-700-4250.

The Best Friday Night Happy Hours are et M.T.
MUGGSI Cheap beers at a groat place! With
25 cent hotdoga and SO cent pizza slices m 8
PmThe lea Beer Happy Hours at Brathaus
Friday 4pm • Bpm
Also Kamikazia and Schnapps for SO cents
Want an opportunity to gain $2,000 In ocholarahlps without your G.PA.? Student Court
needs volunteers to represent students In eve
BGSU courtroom. Need not be a law major-juat
interested snd dedicated. Advancement possibilities along with great experience. See us et
Sept. 14Activit>e»Fairlormoreinlol
XO SIGMA PHI E PS ILONXO
The sisters of Chi Omega would like to congratulate Twig on her recent lavalieirng to Sigma Phi Epsiion Scon Lucasl
XO SIGMA PHI EPSIION XO
XO-Phi Kappa Alpha "XO
Congralutaiione to Julie Klein on your May
pearling ft your recent engagement to Pti
Kappa Alpha, Brian Levinel
XO * Phi Kappa Alpha • XO

Need a Resume Builder??

WELCOME BACK TO BGSU
Party tor Everyone
FREE Snacks. Drinks. Music
8 pm -11-30 pm. SepL 3 (Sat.)
nth Floor Orlenhauer West
Organized A Sponsored by:
World Student Association (WSA)
Call 372-2247 for more information

Phi Mi - Pm Mi - Phi Mu - Phi Hi
Love ia in the air for the
following Sisters!I
Cong r at u la ton 8 to:
Seiah Regan on her engagement lo
S g Ep Brian Davenport
Shannon McGrath on her engagement to
Brian I tower.
Jessica Cline on her lavaliehng to
Ohio University's Delta Tau Delta
BillCashman.

Phi Mu would like to welcome everyone back
and good luck this someaierll

We Recycle!
BG's Blue Box
Recycling Program
For

•k
it
■k
*
*
*
*
ir
*

• APARTMENTS
• CONDOMINIUMS
• MOBILE HOMES
is available at:
Bowling Green Village
Stadium View
Summit Terrace
Winthrop Terrace
North & South
Highlands
Jay Mar
Fore Meadows
Village Green
Parkview Village
Mecca Management

it Greenbriar North

Students
contact your Landlord
Landlord call

354-6226
lor Information and containers

THANK YOU
FOR RECYCLING!

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING GROUP
Have you lived in an alcohol or substance
abusing home? Ever wonder how that might affect sell esteem or relatlonahlpe past or present? Ever felt co-dependent or overly responsible for someone else's life? If interested in
learning more, a Relatlonahlpe Group ia now
being offered to explore tteae issues. Cat
Sheila or Ei.en at 372-2130 by SapL 18 tor Information on joining.
Rolling Rock Happy Hours at the Brathaua
During Monday Night Football.
Get your free chance to win
a Bntnaus T-shirt

SELF-ESTEEM GROUP
Fal 94 s-gn-ups tor 8elt-Ealeem Group Meet
new people, increase self-awareness, reduce
■ tress, learn new coping skdlsl Call Sheila or
Etan at 372-2130 by SapL 18 tor more niormalionon joining.

xoxoxoxo
Diamond Pledgee:
Amy, Liz, end Rachel
Gel excited tor initiation
It's worth she wait (I know)
Love.TJ

Babysitter for weekend nights. Call Pam at
352 3122 or 352-6847.
Casfuer • applications now being accepted. A
sell-service gasoline end convenience store.
Apply in person at Bamey'a -181 1/2 S. Main
BG.

FOR SALE
•87 Pontlac Sunbird GT Turbo.
$3100 MA Gal 353-4140.
'88 Subaru GL - Must seill Automatic. AC,
power windows, cruise control -$2S00rbest
ofler. Call 372-1321.
1 full sizs Broyhil couch, $60. 1 brand new 1
Rhode Gear U bike lock, $20. LSAT software
for Macintosh, $40. Call 353-0661.
1982 Suzuki. 10,000 mi. New battery. Good
condition. Call Andy al 354-5134.
1984 TOYOTA COROLLA, Excellent Condi
Son, Asking $1200 (negotiable). Please contact: 1-534-2964.

Cooks and Bartender
Apply at LaRoe's Restaurant
Grand Rapids, OH

2 love seats. 1 chair ft i ottoman
All matching tan A brown
$75 O.B.O. Call 352-0936

Desk clerk needed; 4pm-midnight, Sat, Sun.,
Mon. Call 352-1520 or nop out at Buckeye
Motor Inn, ask tor Tim. Start immediately.

Experienced bar and wait staff needed. Apply
within al Quarters, Woodland Mall.
Help Wanted. Earn cash In class
Earn 1200 plus taking notes
For more into call:

352-0660 or 353-3109

HELP WANTED
si Aweeomel Earn K500 ft Free Spring Break
Trlpal Set 8 Trips A Go Freel Beat Tripe A
Pncesl Bahamas, Cancun, Jamaica. Panama
Cltyl 1-800-67X3661
$100mourpouible mailing our circulars.
For kite, cat (202) 298-9065

FOR RENT
4 bedroom unfurnished house $600/mo. e
util. Call 352-0717.

DORM REFRIGERATOR LARGER SIZE HAS
FREEZER...WORKS GREAT. $75. CALL
352-5510.

Bowling Green Village Apartments
300 Napoleon Rd. * 352-6335
Now accepting applications tor 1 and 2 bed
rooms. Come in and Qel on the waionQ list.

Free rust color couch,U pickup.
Leather took sleeper sola $20.
Call 1-893-8921 (Beth)

Mother's Helper needed in our Perrysburg
home, TUBS, ft Thurs. Desire non-smoker, with
transp. ft relerences u help care tor house and
boys-ages 3.2, ft newborn. Call 1 -674.1958.

GE White Washer A Dryer
Good condition
3S2-S939

Natures Way Landscapes - full ft part-time positions Flexible scheduling • whole days pre
Isrred. 686-7865.

Hunter Green loft. Mint Condition.
$800.8.0.354-0822

Program Assl. Victims Advocacy Prog., The
Link seeking VISTA worker. Community organizing ft resource dovelopmenL 1 yr. tuit-oms
plcml.. 1637-mth. Health ina. ind. 3S2-S387,
8 5pm lor appl. Due979194. EOE.

Dope's For
Dopes
Say No To Drugs!!

acs

Sat

Howard's
clubW
■Voted Best Bar In Wood County! ■

■

UptowrvDowntown Now hiring. Floor walkers.
Apply in person btwn. 9pm-10pm. Mon.-Fri. In
Downtown.

WANTED! AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
TRAVEL COMPANY SEEKING INDIVIDUALS
TO PROMOTE SPRING BREAK TO JAMAICA.
CANCUN, BAHAMAS. FLOHIDA. PADRE.
FANTA8TIC
FREE
TRAVELCOMMISSIONSI
SUN SPIASH TOURS 1 -601M28-7710.

Teacher Resource Books for Early Childhood
Education-Science, Math, Play, literature. Music and An. Also Childhood Development
Tsitbooks. Call 352-8714 and ask lor lori.

Bar with 2 Inch hardwood top. 8 ft. long with
shelves. $100.352-8324.

Loving ft reliable nanny to care for our 2 children in our BG home. References required.
Call 1-537-1815.

Attention Waiter Vacationers:
I will care tor your house (house sit) white you
are out of town for the winter. References given. 353-2006.

Roommate needed tor fall ft springl
Nice apt. Good location Own bed A
bad. Also, air, pod, laundry, ft
Untveraay shut* serves 1352-9368.

Reef aquaria A supplies. Unbeatable prices
Set-up maintenance neg. The Sea Anomaly.
354-4214.

Call 353-7705.

SPRING BREAK -flS-SELL TRIPS. EARN
CASH ft GO F REE in Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus representatives. Lowest
rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Dayiona and Parv
ama City Beach. CaU 1-800-848-4849.

Room tor rent 117250. usl. Pets OK. Ask for
Scott 382-6887.

BED. Sealy Posturepedic Classic 500 firm mattress, box spnng, frame. Quilted plush top. Cost $1000 in 1990. Superb
condinon: $200. Call 352-8744.
QUEEN-SIZE

For Sale $900.

10075, Olathe.KS 66051

WANTED

Female roommate needed ASAP.
Apartment does to campus.
Call 352-6078

Mountain Bike. 20". GT Talere.
E X AGE' Shimano componenta.
Good cond. $250 353-2921 (after 5)

84 CHEVY CELEBRITY

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box

Rally's is NOW HIRING
11 am - 2pm and 8pm • dose
$4.50 per hour: 352-8280

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
NONSMOKER. SERIOUS STUDENTS ONLY.
OWN ROOM. S155/MO. INCL UTILITIES
CALL TRCIA OR JJ. 354-5623.

MEN'S DIAMOND RING
High Quality Cut and Clarity
$550. Call Terry 352 6806

VAN DRIVERPart-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the agea ol 21-65.
have a valid Ohio driver's license and an ssce'rlent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box
738, Bowling Green. OH 43402.
WANTED: Campus Representative - KODAK
PRODUCTS SPRING BREAK TRIPS "Guaranteed" BEST PRICES ft INCENTIVES. Cancun, Nassau, Jamaica! S Padre ft Florida. We
handle the bookkeeping...you hands) tie
sales. CALL 1-800-222-4432.
Welcome Back Sludentsl
Need dints*?
Want to make your own schedule?
Do vou need a paid co-op or miemship?
We welcome all col logs students to pm
us St EBSCO Telemarketing Service. No
sxp. necessary. Very flexible schedueng
with hourly rate plus bonuses.Our
average sales person earns between IS ft
$6.50 per hour, and top seUsrseem
between $8 ft $12 per hour. Paid weekly.
Profit aharing ft paid days off offered.
Extensive paid training program A
MOW through. Apply sftsra.OOpm
Mon Fn. si 113 N. Main St.
Or call 353

352-99511

The Kind
Friday & Saturday
SEPTEMBER 1 & 2
•Video Games

«Pin». Pong

•Pinball

Falcon's Nest
Open Labor Day Weekend
from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
* All student meal cards
accepted
from 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
on Sat./ Sun./ Mon.

OPEN HOUSE REGISTRATION
7:00
Tuesday, S#pf.
Upt. 6, 4:00 - 7x00

^

DANCE EXTENSION

SCHOOL OF DANCE • Carol Mahn, Director
1515 S. Byrne Rd. • Foundation Park Shopping Center
(Comer of Byrne & Glendale next to Video Connection).
ICENTER FOR CHOICE

H

Confidential-Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo. OH 43604

1-800-589-6005

382-5217
^
wfc ■ '
fc

Ddnee & Movetneiil Classes
For Adulls 18 yrs <% Up

Double Yoga
Yoaa Case for two. Usspsrtner tor better bslsnos
SsMsSSKH Mavuclors: Gary Gross S UcheM
Baran

Classes For Girls & Boys
Qsrntsnss TmdmKntl r* Bg—\imy Vjm
CMSsasaseaary Psviss
tttttm sense dam to aensasi srsneSY modblly asj
Sleep ssssaisftounissjiess
' Wortcuf
I * ess Make* ssennoue
Ae/se mssrereo'n s hgh tnmajy tosnar.
MMajetM cm
IsVsiafrmrsessnia njmb ttnghmtnglot mn eenoMWstews al»».
Chontogrmphy Csaee
]H
nieartorasiswiflsOBriee. Ue. to ese risesa slaps.
easts, aaasata tons** lagfMka to s-eats en>sief

Classes/ MM toenrece/ end •set* eUe.
Jest 7 years ass'up
SbaS 7,mMen4.Funi.mndB'0*>wyJmSl>lm
Htpm-tbpMu u veersisaelrt
Conxanss rrasaignalsridCtosMeJaiisiyks
Creslfce Mo ISI«MI«-S years
OhSS dsejsned far young dancers' motor sJess. artenftcn
tO*r. and anaryr eweff
-Oance aM akrCeaas ItoafaMaa under 4 a Parents
Class antUm each dancer one on one avteneOn and
mpatMl*mta4nPinnthamnjlon.ainviadarioa
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Why do people stop to watch an accident? Why are violent
movies blockbusters? What glues views to a television set
and stop their daily routines to watch a murder trial? Are
we wrong in our desire for violence or is this natural.
Does the media give us our taste for blood, or do they just
sate an already present appetite for violence.

HE) On the wall, but on at the Ground
Grounds for Thought shows an open mind for art. Owners
Kelly and Laura Wicks invite any artist wishing to display
their works to come see them.
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IFtEATTUJIBIES
Jen Mathe
Q&A with USG President Jen Mathe. The senior interpersonal communication/political science major talks about
anything reporter Joe Peiffer throws at her.
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Events
Here's what's happening in the burg of Bowling Creen. If it's
going on, you'll And it here.

CD Review
The newest compact discs from Consolidated gets the shakedown
along with the soundtrack from Natural Born Killers.

Moview Review
Here's the lowdown on the new flick from Oliver Stone, Natural
Born Killers.

Video Review
With the violent nature of movies, here's a film that stands with
the best, Romeo is Bleeding.

IIS Where the buffalo roam
Sheri Turco visits BW-3s, BG's newest chicken wing restaurant. From wings to week to other wonders, you'll find out
whats hot and whats hotter.
WEEKEND
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Pretzel Boy Music Quiz

editors' letter
Welcome to a whole new plane of reality.
I introduce you to Weekend Reality, the University's newest
and hippest magazine. Designed to be a refreshing alternative to
typical periodicals, Weekend Reality will hopefully provide you
with the freshest facts on people, places, and events. In addition,
readers will have the latest on the cutting edge of music, movies, and
other forms of art.
In our debut issue, Weekend Reality looks at society's hunger
for violence and how big business and the media help to feed its
voracious appetite. If our oversaturation to violence breeds actual acts
of violence, then where does the vicious cycle end....and who's behind
it all, and are they laughing?
Probably all the way to the bank.
Aside from the morbid, this issue will also feature new music
reviews, local and upcoming events, and even an interview with the
new university Undergraduate Student Government president.
It is my hope that by the time you reach the back page you will have found at least one thing that
will make your weekend that much more real.
Enjoy!

Andy Dugan
editor
Weekend Reality

What's buzzin
in the swamp?
• Poetry. The National Library
of Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prim will be awarded
this year to over 250 poets in the
North American Open Poetry
Contest. The deadline for the
contest is September 30. Wi I
The contest is open to everyone
and entry is free. To enter, send
one original poem, any subject
and any style, to the National
Library of Poetry. 11419
Cronrigde Dr.. P.O. Box 7041981, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
• Quills. Over 45 handmade
quilts will be on display at the
Quilting for Sunshine exhibit in
the Ownes-lllinois Callery, One
Seagate, in downtown Toledo.
Ohio, from September 2 - 29.
The exhibit will be open to the
public daily from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Admission is free.
'Skydiving Information and
raffle meeting on Sept. 8. Sign
up at UAO office.
■ Leakart Clasale r I Ira
Series). "American Craffiti" on
Sept. Film is free and will be
shown in the Gish Film Theater.
All movies will be shown at 9
p.m. unless otherwise noted. For
more info, call 2-7164 or 2-2343.
■ Third-AnnuaI Hide to the
Rapid*. The one-day bicycle
tour, sponsored in part by Kiss
FM and Toledo 11 features
routes of 40 and 60 miles which
begin and end at Fort Meigs
State Memorial in FVrrysburg
and tour the historic village of
Crand Rapids, Ohio and benefits
the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society. Participants can register
now or on the morning of the
event from 7-9 a.m. at Fort
Meigs. The registration fee is
$20, and registrants need to raise
at least $50 to ride. For more
info, call the National MS
Society at 419/897-9533.
• Labor Day Parade.
Downtown Toledo on Sept. 5. An
annual event since 1983. Starting
time is 10 a.m.
• Free Coaeert. Cheap Trick
will be performing at Downtown
Toledo's Promenade ftirk
Saturday, Sept. 3.
• Volley ball. The Volleyball
team will travel to DeKalb,
Illinois to play against Wisconsin
at 10 a.m. and Northern Illinois
at 7 p.m. on Saturday, and then
face Ceorge Mason on Sunday at
noon.
'Soccer. On Saturday, Sept. 3,
the team will travel to Akron,
Ohio to play Loyola (Md.) at 5
p.m. They will also play Coastal
Carolina while in Akron on

Weekend Reality

Mu in I,i) uinoon.
•South African motion
pictures. BCSt's African Film
Directors Series start:, with lhe
South African motion pictures
"Dilemma (A World of Strangers)"
at 7:30 p.m. and "Dingaka" al9
p.m. on Sept. 6 in the Cish Film
Theater. Admission is free.
• 1944 Box Office Hits. A
series of box office hits from 1944
will be shown at BGSD's Gish Film
Theater beginning with "Coing My
Way" at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 7. The
motion picture won Oscars for
Best Picture. Best Director, Best
Actor, Best Supporting Actor and
Best Title Son£ Admission is free.
• American Graffiti. The Cish
Film Theater at BGSU will show
"American Graffiti" at 9 p.m. on
Sept. 8. Admission is free.
• VCTO meeting. There will be
a VCTO meeting on Wednesday at
9 p.m. in Room 235 in the
Technology building on campus.
- BGSU Clab Soccer Tryouts.
Anyone interested can call Brett at
352-0621. Meeting will be Sept. 7
from 4 to 6 p.m. next to the
stadium.
•F.O.C.U.S meeting. First Year
Off-Campus University Students
organization will have officer
elections on Sept. 12 at the OffCampus Student Center, ground
floor of Moseley Hall. Interested
parties can pick up an application
for office at the Center.
• ODSN. Organization Development Student Network will have its
first meeting on Sept. 7. at 7 p.m.,
in Room 4007 in the BA building
on campus.
• World Student Association
elections on Sunday, September 4,
for the 1994 Board. 4 p.m., llth
floor of Offenhauer West.
•Applications are due for the
UAO director-at-large position at
noon on Sept. For more information call 372 - 2343.

When you party.
remember to...

Well, look at this! Another
school year is finally underway
and Pretzel Boy, the sally twist,
is back with a season of tune
trivia for anyone who dares
challenge him.
This past summer proved to
be a great success for the
Pretzel Boy (and Sideshow
Charlie) contest. Of the 20
people who went to school here
this summer, 19 of them played!
Well, I don'i know if I have
all of my figures right, but I do
know that 99.99 percent of the
student body likes music...and
that's good (the other .001
percent don't have ears). Music
enhances our lives and everyone
has their own personal taste, as

dol.
This summer Pretzel Boy got
to challenge the fitness of the
musically-inclined cerebrums of
students with Early 80's tunes.
It must be said, it was a tall
blast, but demographics are
talking and the times are achangin'.
Although Uptown still pulls
in the big crowd (and a very
young crowd!) on Monday
nights, when its theme is
"Early-80's" Night, the closest
connection these 18- and 19year- old funseekers have to that
kind of music is remembering
their older sister or brother
cranking it out of their
bedroom all those years ago.
I'oini being: new faces want
new music, so newer music, as
well as the older stuff, is what
you'll find in the contests this
fall. So now everyone can play,
and everyone better play!

drawing out of a 1939 derby
from Pretzel Boy's grandfather's
attic. Winners will also receive a
free promotional cassette or
compact disc from Madhatter
Music Co., 143 E. Wooster St.
Check your musical knowledge;
PLAY THE GAME!
1. What alphabetic band sang
"Poison Arrow" in 1982?
2. What was the "Breakfast
Club's" only hit from 1987?
3. What 1989 hit by Young M.C.
was played in the movie "Uncle

Buck?"
4. What former J. Geib member
sang "Come As You Are" in
1987?
5. What fruity group sang
"Dreams" in 1993?

m/siyj HEARD

THE LATEST?

6. What fairytale group sang
"Cypsy Road" in 1988?
7. "The taste of jealousy is like a
lust for gold," is part of what
song off Crowded House's 1986
debut album?
8. "Dynamite" was an MTV song
sung by which member of the
Jackson 5?
9. What artist came out with
"100% Pure Love" this year?
10. What "rock" group sang
"Mixed Emotions" in 1989?

Winners will be selected
following the contest entry
deadline (Wednesday at noon). If
a lie occurs, the winner will be
selected through a legitimate

catch her there
starting Sept. 1st.
354-2244
425 E. Wooster

l$i

OFF ANY
I
J SERVICEJ
Including Haircuts J
w/ Jen at Changing |
|
Times
j
exp. 10/1/94
^J
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IWhere the buffalo roam
BW-3's has a myriad of culinary delights to sate the masses

tbySheHTurto
When walking down
I East Wooater one can't
help notice that Cassidy's
— once a (fowling Green bar
landmark - has gotten a
makeover. A second glance will
show that it in fact isn't even
Some Other Place anymore. It's
now the 27th BW-3 franchise.
For the mild-tasted, this
reporter recommends the teriyaki
sauce on their wings but the
tough-tongued will enjoy the hot.
And it is only the brave that will

try the Blazin' wing, BW-3's answer
to California brushfire in your
mouth. Hey, they're worth a try, the
fire department is just a half mile
down the road.
When ordering those famous
wings, don't forget to mention
celery and bleu cheese because it's
extra.
Priced at just $3.75 a dozen, BW3 makes for a cheap dinner date
without involving a drive thru
window — something Bowling Green
has been lacking for quite some
time.

For non-wing lovers, chicken-onweck and BBQ pork-on-weck are
good
choices. BW-3 describes week as UA
delicious Kaiser Roll with salt and
caraway seeds on top." IVanslation
for BW-3 novices: submarine
sandwiches.
However for those looking for a
little Mexican fare, check out Taco
Bell
next store. Fajitas are not BW3's
best offering
The best time to try BW-3's range
of fare is during lunchtime. It's

r>
ajasM
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quick, easy, close to campus and
inexpensive. They have daily specials
between II a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Most
are just under $3.
Another added attraction of
Bowling Creen's latest addition to
the
bar/restaurant scene is their unique
trivia game which allows a person to
test their knowledge against other
BW-3 patrons. It's a nice variation
from the usual ESPN sports fare in
other area sports bars.
One of this month's questions
asks the meaning of glutney. The
answer
-eating yourself silly. It seems like
an easy question, but be careful
because it's easy to do just that.
BW-3 stands for Buffalo Wild
Wings and Week, but the W-3
should stand for wonderful,
wonderful, wonderful.

BW-3s

a

176 E. Wooater
353-2999
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Credit Cardmt Matter

Card/Visa

Weekend Krallly/KoM Wrltznrr
Patron* atop for ■ drink at the new BW-3* on East Wooater. The bar/restaurant baa been
open for three wrrki.

September's Top PPV Hits
BEER DRINKERS
Of AMERICA
PAKTY'SMART
ISO Paubrtno Aw.. Suite WU.
CosuMeaCA 92626
I-KO0-HI-2W

On the
wall, but
still at
Grounds
by EUmmbeth Baxter
Aspiring artists who would like
to have some of their work on
display in public should take a
walk down to B.G.'s Grounds For
Thought.
Out of the kindness of their
hearts and the want of variety on
their walls, Kelly and Laura Wicks
— owners of the downtown coffee
shop - will display any art of any
kind.
The process of getting one's
work shown is simple: Take a
sample of the "art" in to owners
Kelly or Kick; and all they ask in
return is to do some kind of
artwork for a Grounds For
Thought flier.
One customer who has taken
advantage of advertising her
artwork is Joan McKee, whose
paintings will be displayed this
month. Joan's works are an
inspired record of her memorable
visits to Europe and Russia. She
describes her style as self-framing;
like looking through a window. It
makes the viewer part of the
experience.
Students may know Joan as an
art professor here at the University. She has a Master of Fine Arts
in Bunting, and a Bachelor of
line Arts with Teacher Certification, both earned from the
University. So, why would someone who has won awards for her
art want to hang it at some coffee
shop?
Come meet Joan and share her
reflections of overseas travels on
her opening night at Crounds, IW
S. Main, September 3 at 6:00 p.m.
By the way, Rick says there are
openings in October, so grab your
portfolio and get out there!
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Ordering instructions

\. You must have a tan Scientific Atlanta
converter box
2. Select the movie or event of your choice
3. Call the automatic order number (1-800-597-7781)
anytime from one hour before the
movie begins up till 10 minutes after it starts.
4. You will receive an automated confirmation of
your order.
5. Just tune to channel 1 & Enjoy the Show!
6. All movies are $3.95.

Tune to Channel 7 to see a listing of what's on today!

352-8424
Sep^«Herje,4*9*v
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92.50

HARRISON FORD

CLEAR PFPHEW**™
DANGER

_ J_UP-5 TRUTH NEEDS
7:001 9 .< 5
Sat-Mon
MU.Z'14:15*3

Coming Next
THE

LION^
KING^I

Coming •oon: Tht FKnucnM 4 SpMd
MMW movlM San Fd. SapL •

%gkidoscoipt
Astrology, Tarot,
& Palm Readings
Reading by Appt.
Crystals, Books,
Jewelry, Incense, Oils,
and Much More!
Hours This Week
Monday - Saturday
11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
143-CE. Wooster
(behind Hadhatter)

354-4015
WeekfmtRemHty.

Jen Mathe
The Undergraduate Student Government
President talks about working, crying and smelling
ByJoePeltfer

"The first and nnl Important way Is to vote la the
upcoming elections, which
are next Wednesday, and
that's the first opportunity,
especially for new students,
to have their voice heard."

"■'as given to random
crying fits. Most recently
*i Forrest Gump."

Joe: What siKnif ic.nl
things has 11SG accomplished
In the past years?
Mathe: Want u loot hie roll pop?
Joei Mathe, footsie rolls
Joei Yep.
-.ill not bribe me!
Bagel guy: That's five dollars.
Mathe: I'm sorry what was the
question?
Joe: (Joe ebeeks his wallet)
Hey Mathe. Hey Mathe, I'm
Joei The question Is what
a.. I'm a.. I'm a dollar shy.
significant things has USG
Mathe: I can not believe you
accomplished In the past
don't have enough money to cover
year?
your bagel order.
Mathe: I think first of all. Am I
Joei Von can have the
supposed to make these answers
garlic bagel. Baek to
short?
business, I hear yon match
Joe: Just answer the
your perfumes to the
question!
different seasons. Is that
Mathe: (Laughs) First of all, USG
correct?
has upgraded its reputation on
Mathe: That's true.
campus. Its gotten a lot more
Joei What's ap with that?
credibility with the administration
Mathe: Well, in the summer, you
and therefore has been able to take
want to have a perfume with a light
some pretty giant leaps on some
airy note, so I choose sunflowers by
issues sin h as ACGFA, urn,
Elizabeth Arden. In the Fall and
reallocation process, student trustee
Winter you want something morevote and those type of issues.
deep. And voluptuous, and thus
Joe: What are your goals
Velupte.
for this year?
Joei Do yon feel It gives
Mathe: My goals for this year are
yon an edge when dealing
to continue to build relations with
the administration and the faculty as with people who smell worse
well as with the students. Get the
USG name out, and we're doing that
right now through elections. And
hopefully |USC Vice President
Wilson) Bill's gonna, I had to put his
name in there...
Joe: Yes, he's like the
second dog isn't he?
Mathe: (Laughs)
Joe: Admit it Mathe, he's
like the second dog around
here.

Photographs by
ROM

Weitzner

Joe: When you guys go out
to dinner, you pay don't you?
Mathe: Bill never takes me out.
We live together. We cook together.
Joe: Hub. When yon go out
with a normal man, do you
insist on paying?
Mathe: No, no. Are you
insinuating that Bill is not a normal
man?
Joe: No, are yon? Has the
title of USG President helped

as

t
t
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Slippery Elm
Riding Ranch
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upcoming elections, which
are next Wednesday, and that's
the first opportunity, especially for
new students, to have their voice
heard.

Joei Any truth to the
rumor that you're costarring opposite Stallone 1 n
the next Rochy flick?
Mathe: Yes.
Joei Last year after yon
won the USG election a very
attractive photo of you
appeared on the front page
of The BG News. The
sjnestion Is do yon always cry
when yon win things?
Mathe: Most definitely. I'm givei
to random crying fits. Most
recently at Forrest Cump.
Joei Sometimes when you
sit at home at night and
you're by yourself do you
ever think to yourself, 'Hey,
I'm full of not alrt'
Mathe: No.
Joei Cause I do. Anyway,
who does your dental work?
Mathe: His name is Edwin II.
Boy of Bellefontaine. Ohio.
Joei He does a beautiful

Job.
Mathe: Hiank you.

Trail Rides
Pony Rides
Riding Lessons
Reservations Necessary

BROWN PACKAGE
Scholastic Year:
Basic Service:
Remote:
Installation:

Aug. 10-May 10
41 channels
FREE for the year
FREE

Package Value:
You Save:

$224.32
$55.3?

(assuming us* of converter & lemole)

•Save 1S.S to 24.6% depending
upon equipment needed.
| Other Packages Available. Call For Details

cine max

(419) 353-5403
13596 W.KramarRd.
Bowling Green, OH
1 ml la S. of Rt. 6
where 25 S 6 mast

than yon?
Mathe: Most definitely.
Joei If yon were n tree
what kind of tree would yon
be?
Mathe: What kind of tree is that
outside my window? I would be the
tree outside my window.
Joei Interesting. If yon
aad Hillary Clinton were to
go into a no-holds barred
cage match. who would come
ont aliveY
Mathe: Definitely her, she's been
around longer.
Joei What are yoar
priorities in choosing a new
University president?
Mathe: I think someone who is
going to be in touch with the
students, moreso. um, than the
current administration is right now.
Joei Are you saying that
Olscamp has a problem?
Mathe: I didn't pinpoint anyone
in particular, but the president does
set the tone for the relations
between the rest of the
administration and the
students.
Joei How can students get
Involved with USG?
Mathe: The first and most
important way is to vote in the

H

Mathe: I admit it.

"Well, in the summer, you
want to have a perfnme
with n light nlry note, so I
choose sunflowers by
Elizabeth A rdrn. In the Fall
and Winter you waal
something more... deep.
And voluptuous, and thus
Velnpte."

jour love life?
Mathe: Yuu ran print Mathe
laughs. Nora, 1 don't think so. Did
you order food?
Joei Barry's Bagels.
Mathe: You ordered food to my
office?!?

S BGSU Channels
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Killers •••Born
The Appeal
of Death
by MUhael Zairarki

Art by

Michael Lee

Oliver Stone's new movie Natural Born Killers weaves an
interesting tale. Mickey and Mallory Knox, the movie's main
characters, leave their dyslexic lives, go on a killing spree and
become an overnight sensation.
The media takes their macabre acts of violence and brings
them into the spotlight. The apprehension of Mickey and
Mallory leads to magazine covers and even prime-time television. The American public is exposed to them and their
exploits and they crave for more. An interest is sparked. They
want «B know how Mickey and Mallory think, how they reason
and why they exist.
It is through Natural Born Killers that Stone tries to hit
his audience with one very important message: America has an
obsession with violence and a love for the people who commit
it.
Although it is popular to think our obsession with violence
is new, it can be traced back to the early history of this
country, said Stephen Cernkovich, University professor of
sociology. The Indian Wars and the Civil War, acquiring and
then settling this vast land left in their wake a trail of blood.
"Violence was seen as a useful means of obraining a valued
goal," Cernkovich said.
Carol Holmberg, University professor of popular culture,
said serial killers and mass murder's are seen as walking
violations of society's norms. These "walking violations" tend
^to spark the interest of the American culture because this
country's roots sprung from people who were violators of
Uociety.
"The Revolutionary war sprung from 'Yanks' who wanted
•y Ito vtolate the (rule of English society^ Holmberg said. "As
Ufhf ricans we pride ourselves as being outlaws and violence
11 cosies along with that image."
N '"Killers epitomize the idea of violating for violating's
• J sake," Holmber said. "Some people may look at killers with
admiral ion, and that's weird. Other people may just have a
curiosity about them."
Is the media to blame for giving us a taste for the macabre,
or does it simply sate an already present appetite for violence?
Cernkovich said Americans would like to believe that we
live in a more civilized society than that of our past. He said it
is interesting that in 1994, people's fear of crime is very high
when statistics show that crime rates are going down.
Joseph Jacoby. University professor of sociology, said the
media has had a long tradition of turning people who are not
the least bit heroic into heroes. Bonnie and Clyde are a good
example because their actions are graphic expressions of the
anger and frustration of how the Depression Era society felt. It
was the media's sensationalism of their stories that made them
heroes.
Once people realize the real story behind these mediagenerated anti-heroes, they become leas appealing.
"When you look deep into their lives and learn more about
them as real people, they become less attractive," Jacoby said.
Anti-heroes did not start with Bonnie and Clyde. The
violence of the Old West produced homicidal heroes such as

Billy the Kid and Jessie James.
People find pleasure in swing death on the big screen of a
movie theater. This fact is apparent by the millions of dollars that
action packed, shoot 'em up, hiplt body count movies make for
Hollywood studios. Jacoby said ii is the emotional jolt, that is felt
from seeing violence from the relative safety of a movie theater
seat, that is appealing.
"Violent movies are like roller coasters," Jacoby said. "You
know you're going to be safe in your seat, but at the same time
you're able to experience the emotions that the characters experience. We seek thrills and this it just another source."
"Violence has always been an enduring theme of death and
dying," Jacoby said. "We want to know the effects of violence on a
victim. We become voyeurs of a tietims anguish and pain. We can
see ourselves in the victim's situation and it gives us an emotional
jolt.
Holmberg said the realization <\\ ihe connection that exists
between violence and humans should not be such a shock because
in life, violence is real.
"Life is violent. The forces of nature which exist around us are
violent," he said. "It's no surprise lhat we have a curiosity about

it."
Holmberg said violence aid death have been a popular topic
throughout history, not only in (hi- media, but also within areas of
art such as plays and operas.
"Everyone encounters violence and death at some point in their
lives — so you tell a story about it," he said.
Holmberg said movies are hyper real, that is they contain a large
amount of violence.
"A large amount of violen *e is packed into a short amount of
time and it heightens the experience for the viewer," he said.
Violence has also become popular with American television
viewers. Not only do we want to see it in our movies, but we also
want to view it on our news. ve crave to learn more about what
nukes the serial killer tick. This has prompted networks to create
news shows such as "A Current Affair," "Unsolved Mysteries" and
"America's Most Wanted." It is the pleasure of the emotional jolt
that people feel when they learn of these things that builds the
craving for more.
"People want to know the details about the dramatic instances
of other people's lives. It goes back to that emotional jolt. People
are very curious about other people's lives because the lives of most
people are not that interesting and emotionally charged," Jacoby
said.
Holmberg offers a different explanation as to why our society
has an interest with violent death He said America is a culture of
extremes. From the extreme distance between the east and west
coast, to the extremities in this country's terrain and the extremities of a cooler northern climate and a tropical southern climate.
He said it is a similar extreme that exists when someone dies a
violent death by the hands of another human being;
"We're fascinated by how extremity is dealt with by a human
being during a violent situation. How does the victim deal with
dying? How does a villian deal with it?" Holmberg said.
"As humans we all have the potential of becoming a victim, a
villian or even a hero. Thai's what facinates us, because we could
easily become one, or all of the three."

to be Bad
I Natural Born Killers
stands near reality
by Andy Drngmm and IHUkmei
Zasr oriel
Ask Mickey and Mallory what
their favorite drug is and they'll

on?"

In Oliver Stone's "Natural Born
Killers", it's not necessariy the plot
that is so disturbing, we've already
become immune to the images of

Wayne Gale tries to convince Mickey to give him the Interview
oThbliretlMe.
death and gore, it's the way it was
probably reply: death. When you
presented.
safely sit in the movie theater and
Backgrounds are flashing with
watch the array of documentary film
ghostly images of stallions and
techniques, video, animation and
rattlesnakes, cartoons of an obscenely
rear projection images, you've got to
huge Woody Harrelson sail.across the
ask yourself, "What the Hell is going

screen at constant intervals, black
and white film footage is intermixed
with technicolor and a macabre takeoff of television shows are used to
portray everday life. The whole scope
of the movie is truly a sight to
attempt to behold. So much is going
on at one time that viewers find
themselves trying to keep pace with
the events on screen.
And that is where Stone's genius
comes in. The movie is presented to
keep each viewer on the edge of
sanity. They follow Mickey and
Mallory, they breathe with Mickey
and Mallory, they get off and experience the emotional jolt of their
actions while trying to escape their
fleeing sanity.
On top of that. Stone throws the
media and their vulture like mentality as they circle the corps of Mickey
and Mallory's wake. Ratings, ratings,
ratings. That's the bottom line of
tabloid television, hckage it up,
shove it in front of the viewer and
they will eat it up. Sure makes you
think twice about flipping on ' \
Current Affair.'
The characterizations are superb.
Harrelson portrays the consciousles6

Mickey, and Juliette Lewis is his
homicidal lover Mallory. Together
they kill, simply because they can.
Robert Downey Jr. is Wayne Gale, the
sleezy host of 'American Maniacs,' a
tabloid show that highlights the best
of America's homicidal killers. His
English-accented character drinks in
Mickey and Mallory's insanity and
turns on his most primitive instincts.
Tom Sizemore is Jack Scagnetti, a
cop with a intensely perverse interest
in bringing the duo to justice, and a
passion for Mallory. Tommy Lee
Jones, though his character is the
stereotypical redneck hick of a jail
warden, is as believable as ever. Is
there no character he can not
portray?
The movie is exhausting You're
left with severe mental fatigue. You
feel a need to go hide away from the
world and contemplate what you just
witnessed. As aspects of the film
come together and fit like puzzle
pieces in a post • movie plot, you
begin to realize the enormous
magnitude of the films message. And,
like all of Oliver Stone's other flicks,
you realize you got your money's
worth.
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Although the sound is nothing
new — and actually something
old — it's fun to listen to and
would make a pretty stylin1
driving tape.
-Andy Ougan

Chris Welch
Smell the Coffee
Independent
University alumnus
I Chris Welch's latest
I release. Smell the Coffee*
I packs a sound that would
I otherwise be created only
I through a fusion process
between Boston and John r*arr.
Welch teamed up with
Bowling Green native Bill Gravel
in 1986, when they began writing
the songs that eventually
comprised Coffee. The twosome
created the album independently
at The Warehouse Recording
Studios in Philadelphia, rVnn.
The less-than-bigtime
production is obvious in the
album's sound quality, but Welch
retains an artist's integrity. The
10-song disc is filled with a
rollarcoastcr ride of semi-heavy
riffs, emotional vocals and lush
keyboards.
Perhaps it's no coincidence
that both Welch and Gravel are
engineers as they produce the
grinding Boston-esque guitar
sound that engineer Tom Scholtz
has been producing for the past
18 years.
Accompanying with the
talented guitar performances are
those blaring keyboards.
Although dated somewhere in
the early 80s, the sound
complements and even highlights
the most melancholy lyrics.
For such an independent job,
the product in truly respectable.

Convoluted
BaalneM of Punishment
London Records
On their latest release.
Business of Punishment*
Consolidated finds itself in the
midst of a musical identity crisis.
Beginning with the soundbite of a
needle lowering itself on a slab of
vinyl, and ranging the gamut from
pure industrial sounds
("Cutting**), to hip-hop (the
beginning of "Dog and flonj
. ShowM sounds vaguely like Salt-nIVJKI'S "Snoop"), and Jello Biafraesque spoken word pieces ("Meal,
Meat, Meat and Meat" and
"Emancipate Yourself"), this disc
is a plethora of styles, moods and
mixed messages, which sometime
collide all at once. But before

writing off the Business of
Punishment as a case of severe
sonic schizophrenia, take a listen
to those messages behind the
beats.
Consolidated — consisting of
Mark Pistel, Adam Shcrburnc and
Phillip Steir —are three very
aware and, dare we say, politically
correct, musicians. With song
topics ranging from animal rights
and vegetarianism to abortion
rights and the objectification of
women in pornography,
Consolidated is truly an
outspoken and well-read band.
This is a thinking person's music,
but done in such a way that
dancing and slamming is possible.
Nowhere on this disc does
Consolidated take itself so
seriously that they become a
parody.
Although it may seem strange
to find yourself dancing around
in a frenzy to lyrics such as
"harassing g.y.n.s with a death
threat/say thai you 're doing god's
ivork yeah I bet/respect women,
give her some room/believe in her
rights, stay out of her womb..."
(from cleverly named "Butyric
Acid") or "yesterday's executioner
becomes today's victim/if you're
the homeless poor or the social
worker you 're still absorbed in the
system/they must remain sick so we
can contribute to treat them...*'
("Business of Punishment"), the
members of Consolidated manage
to make it work.
Musically, even with their ongoing personality crisis.

Prices are Falling on
CD's and Tapesr

Consolidated most closely
resembles the late, great
Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy
— hip-hop beats combined with
grating industrial noises.
Consolidated*s spoken word pieces
are mixed with music, and don't
bog down Business of Punishment*
as they did on the band's 1992
release Play More Music. By far
the most entertaining spoken
word rani on Punishment is
"Consolidated Buries the
Mammoth**, which describes in
humorous detail how to rid the
world of some of the right-wing
slime they fee) is prevalent in
today's society — for example "i
think the way to kill Rush
Limbaugh is to insert Howard
Stern inside him and let him die
there."
Business of Punishment is not
a great industrial album. It is not
a great hip-hop album. Ii\ not
even a great spoken word
manifesto. But by mixing little
bits of these elements here and
there. Consolidated have created a
solid platter without spreading
themselves too thinly over one
genre. It will be interesting to
hear what develops if they ever
decide to follow only one musical
direction.
-Anita L Michel
Natural Bora killer*
.Soundtrack
Warner Bros.
Are you a killer? Are you
capable of killing?
If a soundtrack's main goal is to
capture the feeling and mood of the
movie, then Natural Born Killers A
Soundtrack for an 0/i'iw Stone film
is an excellent example of that
object ive.

Sometimes dark, sometimes
hard, but always capturing the
chaotic nature of the film, the
soundtrack, which was produced,
conceived and assembled by Nine
Inch Nails' Trent Reznor, is an
excellent compilation of diverse
quality music.
Most notable are Leonard
Cohen's two tunes "Waiting for
the Miracle** and The Future,**
which serve as the anthem for
Stone's movie. Also setting the
mood is the instrumental "Moon
over Greene County" by Dan
Zanes.
One of the best aspects of the
film is the way the alternative
music by groups such as 17.
Cowboy Junkies, Jane's Addiction
and Nine Inch Nails is
incorporated into the background
of key scenes. These groups blend
directly into the psychedelic,
driving nature of the film as
Mickey and Mallory Knox roam
the country during their
haphazard killing spree.
There are 27 tracks on the CD
which includes the many sound
clips from the movie with Juliette
Lewis proclaiming she got the
worst head of her life and Robert
Downey Jr., getting the youth of
America to admit if they were a
mass murder they would be
Mickey and Mallory.

*£ $11.96
Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price
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6:00
11
O

6:30

Telethon

SEPTEMBER 5,1994
7:00

News

Extra

CFL Football

7:30
H. Patrol

8:00
Movie.

8:30

9:00

9:30

Don't Tel Mont lie Babysitter's Dead"

CFL Football: Toronto Argos at Hamilton Tiger-Cats

10:30

10:00

11:00

News
Northwood

Northern Exposure

News

Late Show

News

Tonight Show

News

]c8SNews

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy!

Nanny

IS

MDA Telethon Continues

Ent Tonight Cur. Affair

Fresh Pnnce Blossom

Black Wdow Murders: Blanche Taylor Moore

Rush L

Coach

NFL Football: Los Angeles Raiders at San Francisco 49ers

at

ABC News

Cops

9
ED
OS

Chinese

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshout

Full House

Married...

CD

Roseanne

Golden Girts Married...

ESPN Major League Baseball
TMC Movie:

Extra

Roseanne

Murphy B.

Coach

Love & War

RushL.

H Patrol

In the Heat ot the Night

Night Court

E' News

M'A'S-H

Murphy B.

Star Trek: Next Gener

Baseball

Sportscenter

Banks

C ive James Great Performances

EastEnders

Charlie Rose

Vic. at Sea

Rough Guide

Banks

Clive James Great Performances

Served

Charlie Rose

Coach

Movie: "Don't Tell Mom the Babysitter's Dead

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Murphy B

Movie:

News

Sportscenter HFL Prime Monday

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly" Cont'd

| Sports Xtre

JAmo Racing: IndyCar--Molson Vancouver Indy

Movie: "Star Trek IV. The Voyage Home"

|Movie:"FX2"

Q
O
O

o
a
0
SD

0
O

11:30

SEPTEMBER 4,1994

12:00

12:30

Testa veroe

GPA

NFL Sunday

50 Up

CoWomen

Meeting Place

Real Estate

Face Nation

News

Gary MoeHer GaryPmkel

Baseball
|Bikmi Car Wash II

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

12:30

Rumpole ot the Bailey

Rough Guide

Don't Tell Mom the Babysitters Dead"

12:00
Am Journal

CBC Prime Time News

o

Daves

11:30
Valley

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

NFL Football: Philadelphia Eagles at New York Giants
Canada

4:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Pittsburgh Steetors

Sunday Arts Entertainment

Auto Racing: IndyCar - Molson Vancouver Indy

US Open Tennis
NFL FootBel: Cleveland Browns at Cincinnati Bengals

Movie:

Interiors

Week David Bnnkley

Used Cars

Editors

PGA Gotl: Greater Milwaukee Open - Final Round

Tony Brown

Rights

Firing Line

Contrary

MOM: When the Lion Roars

Market

Editors

One on One

Newtons

Club

Nova

Old House

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence Wek Show

Paid Prog.

The NFL

NFL Sunday

NFL Football: Atlanta Falcons at Detroit Lions

American Gladiators

NFL Live

NFL Sunday

On the Issue Hawthorne

jCooking

Home Again Buddy II

|Wolf's Table |Gourmet

Reporters

TMC

Rich in Love Movie: "Nothing In Common"'

Sportsoenwr IvFLGameday

McLaughlin

National Geographic
Adam Smith

Tony Brown

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys al Pittsburgh Steekvs

Movie: "Dirty Harry"

am

Butch Cassxfy and the Sundance Kid"

Star Trek: Next Gener.

NFL Football Dallas Cowboys at Pittsburgh Steekvs

Auto Racing: NASCAR WMton Cup - Mountain Daw Southern 500
| Movie: "Little Man Tate"

NASCAR
| Movie: "Leather Jackets

Ch. Flag
For a Few

SUNDAY EVENING

a
o
a
S3
S

■

0
0

6:00

1

6:30

7:00

7:30

Fortune Hunter

NFL Football

8:30
Hardball

9:00

9:30

Married...

wad Oats

10:00 1 10:30
News

Cirque du MM II

Mighty River Stopwatch

Assignment Adventure

Human Race

News

CBS News

M Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "Mission ol the Shark"

News

IWO NVWra

Movie:

ABC Hews

Family M.

Police Academy 6: Cay Under Siege""

videos

DuckTelesth s Movie - Treasure

Lawrence We* Show

Evening at Pops

Nature

Ghostwriter

11:00

| Venture

Auto Racing: IndyCar - Vancouver
Gunsmoko

Stars Across America: MDA Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon
Dianetics

Rio Hex

H. Patrol

Mystery!

Whoiey

AkveTV

Alive TV

Evening at Pops

Viewer's Choice

Masterpiece Theatre

Wholey

Simpsons

Hardball

Married...

WMOats

Star Trek: Deep Space 9

Time Tra«

NFL Football

Fortune Hunter

Simpsons

Hardball

Married...

Wad Oats

News

MVk-S-H

NFL Pnmetmie

Major League Basebal: May Be Pre-Empted Due to the Baseball Stnke

WOODlHND MALL

*SUB
$1.00 OFF i 50 < OFF
nNv
RNV
FOOTLONG
SUB

SIX INCH
SUB

12/31/94 ,€XP.

12/31/94

GOOD ONLV fU WOODLAND MRU SU(iLUf)V
3530204

Media
MDA Telethon Continues

Masterpiece Theatre

Movie: "Loo* Who's Talking Too"

Nature

Movie: "Thunderheart"

12:30

News

Fortune Hunter

IMC Movie: "For a Few Dollars More" Cont'd

12:00

CBC News

Austin City bm its

Ghostwriter

11:30

Star* Across America: MDA Jerry Lewis Telethon

NFLFootbel

EVN Basebal Tonight

ecp.

8:00
Simpsons

Sports Xtra

| Movie: "Body of Evidence"

Sportscenter

Emergency

Star Trek: Next Gener.
Star Trek: Deep Space 9

K. Copeland

NFL Primebme
Movie: "Stone Cold"

SEPTEMBER 6,1994

TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
IB
ID
0

7:30

CBCNewS

Our Stone*

Health Show Witness

News

CBS News

News

NDO

RushL
To Read

8:30

8:00

CBC Prime Time News

Cur Allan

Apollo Theatre Hall ol Fame

ABC News

Cops

Eitra

Full House

Business

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Sister Sister Roseanne

[Ellen

Fred Rogers' Heroes

MOM: When the Lion Roars

Tonight Show

Rush L.

H Patrol

EaslEnders

Charlie Rose

MGM: When !he Lion Roars

Served

Charlie Rose

Vic at Sea

Fred Rogers' Heroes

Coach

Movie: "Point Break"

Star Trek

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married..

Murphy B

Movie: "Point Break"

News

Sportscenter

Outside the Unas

The Light in the Jungle"

Auto Racing: Ofl-Road

|MOV»:

Rumpole ol the Bailey

News

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshouf

Movie:

Ear-Grnd

SHE IV

Married...

Deckle-Fa*

Eggshells
News

Full House

Motorcycle Racing
Movie:

"In the Line ol Fire"

In the Heat ol the Night
M^A'S'H

Baseball

Sportscenter

o
B

e
s
s

1

6:00

6:30

News
CBC News
News

CBS News

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

H Patrol

Beverly Hills. 90210

Oegrassi

Oegrassi

Odyssey

9:00

Bily Graham Crusade

Christy

10:30

11:00

Valley

News

Cirque-So leil Diana: A Portrait

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

10:00

9:30

Models Inc.

Firm Friends

News

Late Show

Law S Order

News

Tonight Show

Rush L.

H Patrol

Charlie Rose

Ent. Tonight

Cur Allan

Unsolved Mysteries

Now

Cops

Extra

Before They Were Stars

Home Imp

Solutions

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Kennedy Center Presents

Movie: "High School II"

Wild Am

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Books

Discouraged Child: Bright

Kennedy Center Presents

Served

Full House

Married...

Coach

Beverly Hilts. 90210

Models Inc

Star Trek

In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Murphy B.

Beverly HiHs, 90210

Models Inc

News

ESPN Sports Tap

Sportscenter

Major League Baseball: May Be Pre-Empted Due to the Baseball Strike

me

Movie: Brain Smasher... A Love Story

Storytime

Movie: "Shadowhuojer

(

|Movie

Sports Xtra

Q
O
0
0
O
O
89
O
QD

News
CBC News

Nighl Court

Used Cars

El News

Star Trek: Next Gener

Major League Baseball. May Be Pre-Empted Due to Strike

Excessive Force

[Movie:

Trancers III Deth Lives"

SEPTEMBER 8,1994
7:30

8:00

Extra

H Patrol

Martin

Cityscapes

Watching

8:30

9:00

9:30

Living Single New York Undercover

10:00

10:30

11:00

News

11:30

12:00

Valley

12:30

AmJournal

North 0160

Street Legal

CBC Prime Time News

Eggshells

Movie: "Loyalties'

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

One West Waikiki

Billy Graham Crusade

Hotel Malibu

News

Late Show

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Aflair

Mad About You

Seinfeld

Homicide: Ule

News

Tonight Show

RushL.

ABC News

Cops

Extra

My Sc-Called Lite

Lois J Clark-Superman

Pnmetime Live

RushL.

H Patrol

To Read

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wi'd Am

MolorWeek

Mystery!

I'll Fly Away

Banks

Charlie Rose

Wild Am.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Vic at Sea

Old House

Wild Am.

Mystery!

Wail lor God May-Dec.

Served

Charlie Rose

Full House

Married..

Coach

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

Star Trek

In the Heat ol the Night

Night Court

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

Murphy B.

Martin

Living Single New York Undercover

News

M'A'S'H

Star Trek: Next Gener

ESPN Sports Tap
TK

| Nightline

Murphy B

M'A'S'H

THURSDAY EVENING
7:00

Rumpole

Eggshells

48 Hours

Grace Under Turning Point

12:30

AmJournal

CBC Prime Time News

NBC News

6:30

| Up Close

11:30 | 12:00

ABC News

6:00

El News

Baseball

Rush L

Jazz Singer

Night Court

SEPTEMBER 7,1994

Extra

Roseanne

Used Cars

Movie: "The Silencer

Children ol me Night"

News

SD
0
0

Nightline

Star Trek Next Gener.

Murphy B

Sports Xtra

WEDNESDAY EVENING

d

12:30

AmJournal

Dateline

Wild Am

Roseanne

12:00

Valley

Late Show

Movie: "Pacific Heights

Rescue 911

Ent Tonight

11:00

10:30

10:00
News

Adnenr* Clarkson

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy'

News

9:30

9:00

Movie: "Point Break"

M Patrol

ESPN Sports Tap

mc

7:00
Extra

m

ED
0
09

6:30

News

11:30

Sportscenter

Movie: "The <*er Elite"

Roseanne

|Frasier

College Football Nebraska at Texas Tech
Movie: "Ted and Venus'"

| Movie: "Benr y S Joon

Sports Xtra

Sportscenter

Murphy B

[Nightline

Baseball

Used Cars

E' News

Up Close

Movie: "Street Kmght"

DGSU FOOTBALL PREVIEW!
September 7th
Read It And Find Out
How To Cheer Our Guys
On This Season!!!

